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Dr. R. Q. Leavell, 71,

The Cover

dies of heart attack
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (BP) Oxford, and First Church, Pica-In his last two years, Dr. Ro- yune, Miss.
land Quinche Leavell reached a
\ The 1961 Southern Baptist Conlifetime goal. He wrote a book on
·v ention meeting in St. Louis electthe gospel of Matthew.
'
ed Dr. Leavell first vice-president.
It was published by the Sunday He presided at seyeraf sessions. of
School Board of the Southern Bap- th~ San Francisco Convention.
tist Convention. Baptist churche:;;
from coast to coast were using it . Authored several books
in their January, 1963, Bible study
Dr. Leavell wrote several books
weeks.
during his ministry, lllany on evan~
Dr. Leavell was him~elf tea~ch gelism.
I
ing the .book titled Studies in MatShortly after. Dr. Leavell. bethew, the King' and the Kingdom.
He was doing it for a. pastor came president of New Orleans
friend, Luther Joe Thompson, at Seminary, he negotiated with real
for 75 acres for a
First Baptist Church, Chattanoo- estate dealers
.
'
.
new semmary campus.
~.acnh: evangelism'
ga.
On Sept. '3, 1953, the new semi~
But early the morning of Jan.
GOO'S plan of salvation for a
15, the 71-year-old Baptist leader nary plant was dedicated. "Dr. lo~t world, as revealed in his word,
suffered a fatal heart attack here. Leavell had witnessed the con- will be the center of focus at the
struction of 85 buildings, counting annual
evangeli~m
conference
Services in New Orleans
academic buildings, student hous~ Monday and . Tl.J.esday, at First
Funeral services were held in ing, faculty residences and work- Church, Little Rock. ,
·
shops.
The opening session is sched.
New Orleans in the chapel of New
\
Under Dr. Leavell's leadership uled fQr Monday from 1 :45 to 4 :35
Orleans Seminary, named in Dr 1
the seminary grew in enrollment p.m. The Monday evening session
Leavell's honor.
Dr. "Leavell served as president from' 331 in 1946 to 1,200 in 1958. will begin at 6 :45 p.m., with ad,.
of the seminary from 1946 to 1958. The faculty increased from 10 to journment set for. 9:15.
' Three sessions will be held Tues~
When he retired he became presi- 39. The school gained full accred..
d~y.
at 8 :45 a.m., 1 :45 p.m., and
dent emeritus.
itation with the American Asso6:45p.m.
··
ciation Of Theological Schools.
Officiating at his funeral were
The conference theme is : "BasiC
Dick H. Hall, pastor, First Church, 'Heart buried on campus'
evllongelisih."
Decatur, Ga.; W. Douglas Hudgins,
pastor, First Church, Jackson, . Dr. Leavell wrote in "The' Sheer
Miss., and H. Leo Eddleman, New Joy of Living" that his family
ARKI{XSAS'
Orleans Seminary president. ·
would eventually ·take his weary
LdRGI;.ST
o~d bones to the family burying:
RELIG/OL 'S
Burial was in Oxford, Miss., ground at Oxford, "but my heart is.. .,fi'EEK!.J' '
where Dr. Leavell was born. The already buried under that chapel
401 WEST CAPITOL
Leavell family, well-known be- in the heart of the campus of the
··~~~~ 1 '
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
cause so many of them held posi- New Or~eans Baptist Theological
ial Publication of the
J
tions in Southern Baptist life, had Seminary."
·
Arkansas
eaptist
State
Convention
l
lived there.
ERWIN ~ . McDONA~D, Lilt .D. ........ .. ....... . . ~ditor
.Dr. and Mrs. Leavell made tbeif
MRS. E. F. STOKES ...... ........... · Asscx:iate Editor
~. I. t;OSSEY.
·
...... Field Representative
Before becoming president of hom.e in JaJckson, 1\:'U~~., l;lfte.r h.~ ~e,;
M~S. HARRY (;llJERSDN ...........
Secret~. v to Editor
the seminary, Dr. Leavell was di- tired. He sufferecl 3 stro~e in J~n·
MRS.· W ~ LtlQN T~nOR
, . . ' . . Moil t l :rk
rector of the evangelism division uary, 1958, and retireq in l\1ay. Q~
'.>~l;ll i~.b~4 W"ee~l; e;~e~t on Jvlv ~~ ··aD<l D:cember 23.
S~cbnd·cla u pp$tage p~Jd, at LlttlQ !lock, Arkamas,
f the SBC Home Mission Board. that year.
.I

-

1

He also held the pastorates of ' Survivo~s incluqe 1'4rs. Leavell,
r'll'st Church, Gainesville, Ga;, and the former Lilian Forbes Yarbor~irst Church, Tall).pa, Fla.
ough of Hattiesburg, Miss., whom
He has served as overseas he married in 1923. They also in: ~g Men's Christian Associaelude a brother, Clarence Stanley
secretary during World War Leavell, of Memphis, and three
was pastor of First Church, daughters.
AIY 24, 1963

Jndivid~al 'subscription, $2.25 per vear. Chvrch
lludget, 14 cents per month or $1.68 per vear per
church family. Cll'b plan {10 or more paid annuallv
in advance) $1.75 per vear. Subscriptions Ia for.eign
ilddress, $3,75 per vear. Advertising rate; on request.
Artic!es c~rrying the author's bv·line do not neces·
sorilv reflect the editorial policy of the paper.
Abbreviation~ used
~P Baptist Press; CB

in crediting news items:
church bulletin; DP D~ilv press :
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The Editor's Page

'Preaching the gospel'
SA'V wood" is an old imper3:tive to stick to
the main job. Among church people this is frequently translated: "Preach the gospel." This is
used as an argument, somet,imes,. that preachers
and church people should stick to their main business of preaching the gospel and keep out of involvement in such things as political action.
Any "gospel" that does not relate to every-day
'affairs and all areas of life is certainly not the
New Testament gospel. Any ''gospel'' that makes
gambling and other vices mer~ (>ptions to be "lef~
.to the individual" is as unacceptable to God as it is
acceptable to the devil and his a11gels of the underworld of crime.
Certainly the church must not turn aside from
preaching the gospel-the good ·news that the Son
of God came into the world, gave hjmself in sacrifice on the cross fdr the atonement of our sins,
was buried · in Joseph's new tomb, arose on tpe
third day to be aiiv'e forever more, and is coming
ag·ain some· day as the righteous Judge before
whom everyone from every nation must stand and
give account. No better summary of the gospel can
be found than ,John 3:16: "For God so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten son, that
'\hosoever believeth in him should not perish, but
havl' l'Vl'rlasting life.''
·
Christ's marching orders to Christians of all
• nati.01is and of all generations-which we call ''The
Gr!'at Commission "-ealls for the preaching of the
gospeJ., to all people. But it does not stop there.
Christians and the church are further charged:
". . . teaching them [those won to an acceptance of Christ as Lord and Saviour] to observe
all things whatsoever I have commanded.''
~ ew Testament churches and church people are
to live Christ-like lives and ma.ke their influeiJCC
f!'lt everywhere. Surely no Christians have any
greater obligation to stand up •and be counted on
the great moral issues of the day than we Americam;. Not only are we "citizens of two kingdoms"
-the most of us are voters who have voices in
political affairs, in the earthly kingdom. Nothing
would be more pleasing to the devil than for us t?
leave .political affairs to the manipulation of the
ungodly.

On

•

Russ~an.

• .

I

persecutton

THE Baptist World Alliance has ask~d the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to ''invite an
impartial international · committee to investigate
charges of religious persecution in the Soviet
Union," reports the Baptist Press. At the same
Page Four

-time, a letter was sent by the BWA officials to
Secretary of State Dean Rusk asking clarification
of incidents in which 32 Siberian Christians were
turned away from the United States Embassy in
· Moscow recently.
In a letter to the Russian af{lbassador in Washington, Josef N ordenhaug, who is general secretary of BWA, and C. Emanuel Carlso~, chairman
of BWA's Commission on Religious Liberty and
Human Rights, referred to news re:ports about
evangelical Christians appearing at the U. S.
Embassy in Moscow, "voicing their sense of religious persecution.''
The Baptist leaders suggested that the investigating committee be composed of representatives
of the United Nations, the World Council of
Churches and the Red Cross and that the committee ''report back to world Christendom and the
governments of" the United Natiozis .."
· The officials al1:19 asked for a clarification of
the "reasons why th.e. United States- Embassy in
. Moscow was not in a position to .render these people more substantial aid than· has been reported.,.,
There is not the slightest likelihood that any
such investigative committee as suggested here
could ever be named or admitted to the USSR, but
the call Jor it may be far from in vain as far as
helping ·the persecuted Russian Christians is concerned. ' The chances that the 'protest group will
not be shot or further abused are much better, with
this turning· of the spotlight 'of world public opinion upon Russia.
Not only should we Americans be concerned
when Christians in any land are denied their Godgiven right of freedom of worship, but we should
also be concerned that we use the freedom that is
ours here in America in a way ple·a sing to our God.

LOrd, warm our hearts

-{)NE burden Chri~;~t's followers are called to
bear as daily crosses-the compassionate burden ,
for. lost souls. This is load the Christian carries
~hat the rest o_f the world knows nothing about.
For we have this only to the extent Christ's love
is in our hearts.
Even preachers and Sunday School teachers,
along with Christians generally, are in constant
dap.ger of becQming cold and professional in their
Christian witness'. That's why the annual evangelism confer.<mqes, such as the one scheduled for
next Monday ·a nd Tuesday, here at Little Rock
First Church, are so vital. Methods,will be studied.
Bible study and prayer will be emphasized. But
no methods, however efficient, and no quoting ot
the Scriptures and saying of prayers can equip
OI)-e with a cold and compassionless heart for winning lost souls. The greatest thing to be gained
from attending the evangelistic conference is that
our ~earts may be warmed.

a
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Letters to

~~

You

am't tell these days just by

aiziDg a fellow up whether he's a bor·
rower or a lender. So you just better

the editor

THE PEOPLE SPEAK
The
. Governor and gambling

The governor rather cleverly passed
GOVERNOR Faubus is certainly to
be congratulated and highly praised for another buck when he said, "The State
his refusal to go along with the organ- Police were set up to eontrol traffic."
ized gambling crowd to turn Arkansas Granted, but what would k-aep the stab>
legislature from extending the service
into another Nevada.
However, he · is dead wrong on the of the State Police to Rix months or a
idea that gambling in Hot Springs and year in Garland County a nd Hot
Garland County should be left up to the Springs. They could padlock every joint
city and county officials. Are these two in the county in less than six months,
political divisions going to becom~ a .and run every ·punk, rascal and scounstate or two states within a state 'l Are dr.e l back to Nevada, New York City or
they going to tell the rest of 'the people any other place in Jess than six months.
The Governor's argument· about the
in .Arkansas, including s,;overnor fau~
bus, to walk to the neare~ rlvew and State Police doesn't hold water nor
jump in? This simply doesn't make shucks. His promise to clean out gamsense, nor add UPJ nor square with thou- bling in Hot Springs should mean mor3
sands of us for the governor to talk out to him than his eternal BUCK PASSof both sides of his mouth at the same IN G.-Jay W. C. Moore, Concord Baptime when he says he will veto any bill tist Association, Ft. Smith
-to legalize gambling in Arkansas and
A strong point
then for him to say, "open gambling in
I WANT to say that we both (Mrs.
Hot Springs is a matter for local law
enforcement," and that he wouldn't in· . Gladen and I) enjoy reading th·a ·paper
~ach week. The news is· more interesttarfere with this arrangement.
•
The governor was also dead wrong ing to her since she knows more of the
when he tried to pass the buck to oth2r people m'<lntioned. I particularly enjoy
yotir- editorials and your column of pergroups. He said, "If gambling is· evil
then we must be taught that it is evil." sonal observations. As an ex-country
He continued, "This is the task for th·a boy, I get much pleasure from youl:
homes, the schools, chul·chcs and vouth unabashed references to rural realities.
It is a shame that some df your readers
groups."
What iR the governor going to do in do not have the background to apprecigetting ·t he idea.. "we must be taught ate fully those . gems of wisdom. For
that it is evil" into millions of homes instance, the inexperienced might hoot
and schools where milUons ftf parmts at your theory of curing juvenile delinand , school teachers believe in and qu·;mcy with a Georgia-stock or a middle
practice aU kinds of gambling'. A1·e buster, but I am convinced that you
th·aRe parents and teachers going to do have a strong point. - Missionary Van
anything about getting aCl'OSS to theJ)' Gladen, Corregidora Ote. 1333, Torreon,
children and pupils the governor's id~a Coah., Mexico.
the "truth that it is evil"? They at"~ 'About your paper'
book:
'fMy brethren, have not the faith of not. How are the churclies going to do
I'M from Arkansas now, and I get the
our Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of glory, anything about the · matte1· of tnching Arkansas Baptist thru our church. How
about the evils of gambling when th·31\1 do other Letters-to-the editor writers
with respect of persons.
"For if. there come unto your assem- are millions who never hear a Sunday from out of state get theirs?. They seem
School lesson taught no~ a sermon to know what is found in ours. I enjoy
bl)r a man with a gold· ring, in goodly
apparel, and there come in also a poor preached in ·a whole yea11 mr :s"tlaf3' theb· letters but wonder why there are
Ho)V can r~ligion, as the gove1•nor stat• so few letters from Arkansas Baptists.
man in vile raiment;
ed, be "the keeper of our ~Ueetive eon· Are they too busy to write,' agree en"'And ye have respect to him that
scien·r.e" with the above mentioned atti· tirely with everything in the paper, or
wearetb the gay clotl\ing, and say unto
him, Sit thou here in a good place; tudes and conditions prevailing fn mU• figure what little they_might say would
u.l say to the .poor, Stand thou there, lions of our. homes and tiChools? It sfm. fall on deaf ears?
ply cannot and there isn't any need tor
We have Arkansas Baptists who'll
or sit here under my footstool:
anyone to prattle that it Cll'D.
write to their daily newspapers express..Are ye not then partial in yourRight after the Supl'ame Court's d '• \ ing religious opinions for all who read
~ and are become judges of evil
cision on prayer in our public schools but seldom, if -aver, write thei r own Bap\JIGaghts ?
President Kennedy said we should do _tlst newspaper. Why?
ll)farken, my beloved brethren, Hath
more praying in our home3. HQ was right
We're very glad to have Missionary
God chosen the poor of this world to a degree. All Chrl:itilms should dll Gilbert Nichols and his family back
rir:h iu faith, and heirs of the' kingdom more praying In our homes. but what with us. From hearing him here, we
·
he hath promised to them that ·about millions of homes wbera all any- know he must be doing great work for
..Gift him ! . . o\
ana hears .or sees in thosa homes are our Lord in Paraguay.
""But if )'(! have respect to persons, ye cursings, drunkenness, quarreling, fights
There are articles in the paper each .
~t sin, and are convinced of . the
and abuse? The governor alld the pres; week I feel could be put to better use.
as transgre.s sors." (James 2:1-6, 9)\ ident are taking entirely too much for As an example, in ·JaJ'!. lOth issue, page
granted. All of OUt!' homes aren't Chris- 10, the death of Senator Kerr (didn't
tian. I doubt seriously if one-tenth of everyone hear it on TV -radio, or daily
the homes in t)te United States are newspaper?) could be eliminated unless
thoroughly and genuinely Christian·.
(Continued on page twenty-two)

be respectful to everybody. A lot of
times
the
fellow
that's
paying
in- '
terest
dresses
as
good or better than
the one that collects
it. (Not many are
going without new
shoes, new hats or
new dresses to keep
their fhurch pledges
QWIN 'paid.)
,
U the worth of a man could be determined by how much money or property he owns--which, of course, it cail''t
- you'd still have to· be courteous to
eneybody. For the fellow with the
baggy pants might be able to buy ·you
and your razor-sharp trouser-creases
a thousand times over.
Poor Richard, with his "Ere fancy
you consult, consult your purse," would
be laughed out of court today. Back
then a purse was to carry money in.
But today, you carry your credit .cards
iu it. And you run out of money a long
time before your cards expire.
-~
If you call your bank and ask what
your balance is, they think you are
asking about the balance on your note.
When the world measures a man
and says, "One thing thou lackest," it is
dealing in dollars- and cents. But when
Christ said to. the rich young ruler,
"One thing thou lackest," he was concemed about dollars and sense.
When the rich man died, some of the
neighbors asked: "How much did he
leave ?" The rep.l y was: "All he had." .
Here's a page from an old etiquette
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Schroeder tackles work
with challenge to ·win .
By HOY JENNINGS

Baptist Press Staff Writer
EDITOR'S NOTE: Baptist Men's Day
is a newcomer to the January calendar
of Southern Baptist Convention work.
This first Baptist Press personality profile tells about George W. Schroeder,
who helps make the men's day what it·
is. Other profiles will follow on ezecutives of SBC agencies.

der as an associate. His work henceforth would not be for one state alone;
it would be for Baptist men from coast
to coast.
When Cooke retired in 1951, Schroeder
was chosen as his successo'r.
"I didn't get into denominational work
by accident," Schroeder says. "As far
bac.k as I can remember, I had a definite
feeling that God wanted to use me in
his work, not as a pxeacher but· as a
layman . in some special -way.
"When Brotherpood work was begun
in Illinois in the 1930s, my interest
quickened. I joined the Brotherhood of
my church! The men elected me presi. dent. Later I served as president of the

"COME on gan~. Clobber those guys!"
This positive challenge to win characterizes the way George W. Schroeder,
executive secretary of the Southern Baptist Convention's Brotherhood Commission, throws himself into his work.
Whatever the assignment-work or
play-Schroeder has the reputation of
tackling it a~ if his life delfended upon it.
Schroeder learned the philosophy of
giving his best while playing .forward '
for a high school basketball powerhouse
at Pinckneyville, Ill., in the 1980s.
The husky German has never let up. ,
At 48, as the chief executive officer of
the commission, he thinks ·n othing ol.
grinding out a 14-hour day and topping
it off with a speaking e11gagement.
This hungry desire for service has paid
off during the last 12 years in new •
church Brotherhoods and Royal Ambassador chapters.
Under Schroeder'$ leadership the number of church Brotherhoods has grown
from 5,076 to 14,480 and Royal, Ambali!•
sador chapters from 8,500 to 14,616. Enrolled are more than 892,000 men and
285,000 boys.
1
Who is this man Sch.roeder?
Like most Southern Balftist leaders he
grew up in a small town, Pinckneyville,
a little hamlet of 8,800 people, on the
main line of .the Illinois Central Railroad
between New Orleans and St. Louis.
Schroeder's father was a locomotive
engineer. His grandparents had left
Germany to settle in southern Illinoia. . '
With three sisters and a brother in
the family, Schroeder learned early ip
life he would have to work for what ~
got. A syinpathetic service station o:per~
ator gave him his first job.
At the age of 12, Schroeder War;! 110
short he couldn't reach the radiator cap
on ears; so he filled thfilm by sQ~Il~
from a bucket with a long $poqt.
'
After high school and. c()lle~e.,-bacq.
elor of am and mastl.lf11J ·de~ree fl.'om
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale-Schroeder wa!) working for an automobile agency when Southern Baptists
called him into denomipational service.
Schroeder's first denominational assignment was in 1940 as Brotherhood
secretary for Illinoi!l Baptists. Six years
later, Lawson Cooke, executive secretary
of the Southern Baptist Convention
Brotherhood Commission, tapped SchroePage
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association and of the state Brotherhood
convention."
Schroeder has great hopes for Southern Baptist men, but he realizes that
men alone can't achieve them. That's
one of the reasons .he starts off every
work day in a spiritual way.
In, the office by 7:80, he spends a
half hour in prayer' and quiet meditation before Jflunging into the assignments for the day.
1
"This is the only way I can prepare
myself for the work ahead," he confesses,
Does he have any frustrations?.
Yes, They are found in the red tap.e
of denominational activities.
"Of course1 I realize procedures are
necessary for a denominati~n as large
as ours," Schroeder said. "But it's still
frustrating to · see things men need to
do which must go undone for now because of red tape."
Besides hunting, Schroeder likes to
read. His library of 8,000 books attest
tQis fact. His particular weakness is
·biographies, especially those of statesmen.

-(BP Photo)
Gkorge W. Schroeder
He plays and works hard
ARKANSAS BAPTIST

Courtship, Marriage and the Home

C~u,.c~

wort o,.

~omewo,.t ?

.. FATHER and mother living together with their children, tender
·r
-, pure in their lives, strong in their convictions, simple and
· their habits, do infinitely more than presidents and govergislators and clergymen can do ·i n making a strong nation."
-8. D. Gordon (Quiet Tal~s on Home Ideals)
you a definite answer." Such procedure usually means that if she
:-.er baJance between home re- accepts, members of her family
,nsibilities and church activi- · will help her in readiness to do her
task well.
An incident from a recent workI want to do my pa rt in church.
_ ~ wa nt to be a ' good wife, and shop conference illustrates. Disgood mot her to my three chil- cuss.ing· the pl~ns with her family,
the leader casually expressed her
dren.
·Any practical suggestions will desire for a ·poster to make visual
a certafn point. The elementarybe greatly a ppreciated."
school daughter responded right
A NSWER : T hank you for l;LWtay to her moth~r's expressed debringing into f ocus this ,question sire with an excellent poster. The
which every sincere Christian poster and the incident adged
much strength to the presentation
homemaker must face.
of work plans for those attending
I am glad you used the word
th~ conference.
"balance." Only the Christian way..
Guard against becoming a "do!
brings one into true balance in
gooder,~ ' so involved in outside
living.
There is no custom-made pat- . activities that your family is negtern to fit ·all situations. I hope lected.
So arrange your schedule that
you will find consideration of these
you are at home when your chilsuggestions helpful. ·
A mother 's f irst responsibility is dren come in from school. Nothing
more qui•ckly generates a neglected
to her family and home.
feeling than coming home' to an
A. vital part of that responsibil- empty house.
ity is to implant .into ~h._e habit
If some pressing responsibility
trends' of those entrusted to her for
necessitates your absence, be sure
their f or mative yea rs everyday
that some dependable person is
Christian living and church loyalthere to explain. Individual notes
ty. She will keep her heart and her
to your children and happy _surear sensitive and attuned to the
prises help, when you must b~
needs of her f.am.ily and to the s~rv
away.
lce challenges of her chul'lch. The
"Look in the top drawer of the
vision of nourishing fopd and
development of good health habits cabinet, Bill." There Bill finds a
hould be cou~led with equ~l con- polished red apple.
ern for the f amily's spiritual
"Mary, there's something in the
p-owth.
second cabinet drawer for you."
Participat ion in church activi- Mary finds a banana, because
shouHl be a family affair. that's her favorite fruit.
Preparation ahead and getting of f
Sometime you will devise clever
meetings together should be a directions for a little treasure
bi~forming · exercise in parenthunt. It will lead Mary to some
dlildren cooperat ion.
new cutouts, and Bill to the model
Always we are pleased when a airplane he'd had to do without beW9man approached about a ch~ rch cause he had spent all his allow-sition says, "You will have to ance.
me time to take this up 'in our
Let these occasions be rare, and
- ...... ~- council before I can give r ather special- not habitual.
need help in

_~ to wor k out a schedule in

I

'

I
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See that there is adeq
for your nursery child -.-·
are involved in meetings
chureh.
Morning circles, night circles
and class meetiQ.gs (when dads
may have a tQrn at baby-sitting),
and family nights in church schedules all have grown out of the desire to meet the neeqs of f amilies
like you and yours. ..t
l)o accept some church responsibilities, within reasonable limits.
Carefully plan ahead ' in provisions
for your family, and in prepar ation for your ~burch work. If tensions develop too frequently, if you
detect indications that your husband and children feel that you belong more to outside interests than
you do to them, these are danger
signals. Either you have overloaded your capacity and your
t i,me4 or you need to rethink your
schedule.
Encourage.. your husband and ·
children in th.e{r opport'tmiti.e s for
service. Be available to help them
with preparations, if they need
you. Ser ve meals early enough for
them to get to their meetings comfortably on time. Be proud of
them, and let them know it.
Even in this our day, woma n's
most rewa rding sphere of service
is in encouraging, inspiring, and
loving her husband and her children into realization of their maximum capacities for life.
Beware of becoming so involved
in civic and social activities that
you shirk opportunities to serve
·Christ.
· Manage somehow to keep a few
hours for yourself each week for
your own fun and relaxation. Do
not spurn the idea of an afternoon
lllap. Drop down for a few minutes' rest while the baby is sleeping, A happy, fun-loving mother
is a more effective wit ness for
Christ than a threadbare one, both
at home and in her chu:t'lch.

~ £4a t•"' cl, 4/-.~c.LLJ-
Mrs. J . H. Street

[Mail should be - addressed to
Mrs. Street at No. 3 ·Fairmont,
Little Rock, A.rk.]
Race Relations
Page Seven

BY A BAPTIST PASTOR
A FEW weeks ago a young
Presbyterian minister resigned a
large church and went into another area of work. He wrote his
story in the Saturday Evening
Post (Nov. 17) entitled "Why I
Quit the Ministry."
We are told that "ordained
clergymen are resig'Iling in unprecedented numbers and Protestant seminary enrollment dropped
five percent last year to a fiveyear low."

erties, organizations, programs,
and plans often end with bungling, neglect, and deficiency.
The pastorate calls for the best
of brains, spirit and skills-which
I realistically must confess have
escaped me.
I tell you the truth, these are
the reasons for quitting. Yet I
can't give up. Not because I could
not make a living elsewhere, but
because:

This has really been bugging
1. Quitting is not the answer. It
me! I want to quit too! I believe won't help a thing. I can't quit
scores of other pastors really out of ill-will, ~ecause this . won't
would like to quit. The pastorate really hurt anybody but myself. I
has become a cross between a rat love God's people a little too much
race and a popularity poll, a com- to leave the pastorate as a man
bination of infant rub-downs and might abandon his family. The
divine demands, and I have wanted Lord loved the church and gave
to give in many times.
himself for it, and I can hardly
quit.
It seems strange to say it, but a
pastor's worst enemies in a comWhat good does it do? What
munity will be the members of his difference will it make to the
church. I will have to agree that churches I serve? Somebody else
many churches want preachers will take my place and things will
who support the status quo, and go right on.
they want highly polished ministers to run errands for those who
I don't believe resigning from
run the church. "Country club so- the pastorate is going to help the
cials and weekly bridge parties do problem, and it certainly isn't
take precedence with many over going to hurt the churches as it
prlo/er meetings and visitation." will hurt the preacher. No, I can't
It seems the only important mo- quit the pastorate because:
ment about the Sabbath is high
2. God has called me to preach
noon-so anxious are they about
the gospel. This is the reason why
these minutes.
I entered the ministry and this is
However, it is not.just the weak- the reason why I can't leave, for I
ness of the churches, but, rather, know how miserable I would be if
the weakness of this preacher that I quit preaching the gospel. "Woe
leads him to despair. The task is so is me if I preach not the gospel."
much greater than I. The height
But God also has called the
of expectations so far exceed the
power of performance, and the churches to preach the gospel too,
level of my living so incongruous and it i5 quite evident we are
with the sacredness of my office called together to preach the Lord
that I feel most out of place in this Jesus Christ .as Saviour and Lord
to a needy world. Even those who
work so very often.
take up other areas of ministry do
I don't pray enough, visit so In the service of the churches
enough, or work enough ; my and the gospel or they are dependpreaching is feeble and fruitless; ent upon the cooperation of
my administration of church prop- churches and their programs.
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Very few continue in the ministry and stay out of touch with the
program and life of the churches.
How then can I quit the pastorate
and continue to preach the gospel
effectively and systematically?
I can't quit the pastorate; I
don't want to get that far from
the church's program of preaching
the gospel. I recognize the Lord
leads others to specia~ places of
service, but the Lord has led this
one to pastor His Gospel-preaching churches, and I can't leave.' I
can't quit because:
3. The attitudes, hardships, and
weaknesses of others and myself
do not release me from my obligation to be faithful to my church
and my denomination. I don't believe the Lord has quit His churches; however, He may lead true believers and spiritual minds to organize new churches. But, He will
always continue to stand outside
that Laodicean church knocking
for entrance.
Jesus did not quit, even though
had one who betrayed His
cause. He did not leave the church
when one denied Him. On the contrary He bought the churches with
His own blood.
H~

Jt is a time for preachers to trim
their lamps and stand for the
truth of God. The task is difficult
and I am weak, but there is no excuse on those grounds for quitting.
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High1ights of evangelism conference

Ho,lcomb is ordained

REV. James Holcomb was ordained to the ministry recently.
He is serving as pastor of Ladelle
Church, Bartholomew Association.
Mr. HoliComb is the fourth son
of Mr. and Mrs. J o~ Holcomb of
Jonesboro to be ordained to the
ministry. His father and his three
preacher brothers took ptlrt ip the
ordination.
Rev. Jesse Holcomb, of Horners.ville, Mo., served as moderator;
Rev. Bill Holcomb, pastor of CrossBA1<ER J,. CAUTHEN
MRS. HENRY B. SMITH
AADT C. COTHEN
roads Church, Mississippi AssociDR. GRADY Cothen, ,executive sion Board of the Southern .i3ap- ation, presented the Bible; and
__ retary of the S.outhern a ·a ptist tist Convention, Richmond, Va., Rev. Charles Hokomb, of Hot
General Conv.e ntion of · Califor'- will close the final session ·o f the Springs, preached the ordination
will be the main speaker for c0nference Tuesday evening. He serm,on. ·The candidate's father
Evangelism Conference at the will speak at 8:50 on the subject, prayed the ordination prayer.
-irst Church of Little Rock, Jan. "Evangelism and World Mis' Raymorid McManus, of the La28-29. During the first session . sions." After his messag~, Dr. delle Chur.c h; presented tbe candi!onday afternoon, Dr. Cothen Cauthen will give 'a.n invitation date and the associational mission" speak at 3:50 on "The Eternal for people to....surrender for special ary, Rev. Don Williams, did the
eeority of the Believer." Monday service for Christ..
' questioning.
I
evening Dr. Cothen will clqse the
Rev. Jesse Reed, of the EvanMrs. HQlcomb is the former Miss
second session with a message gelism .department, director of the Leona Hooker. The.Holcombs have
on "Crisis." Tuesday morning he conference, urges :
four ,children, Ka~en, Ed, Jame~;~,
will close the third session with a '
"Let's be much in prayer for and John.
message on "Crfsis." Tuesday this closing service. It could well
morning he will close the thi~d be one of the most meaningful Rally set at England
session with a message on "South- services in the history of Arkansas
AN afternoon evangelistic rally
ern Baptists, Wake Up."
Baptists.
.
has been scheduled by the CaroFor the ladies session,'to be held
Tuesday ,evening ~ill be Lay- line Association for Sunday, Jan.
at Second Church, Tuesday aft- men's and Yo"!lth Night. Theme 27, 2:30p.m., at England.
ernoon, Dr. Cothen will speak at for the evening will be "FollowJesse Reed, state associate secre2 on "Woman's Greatest Contri- ing .Through." The nurseries in tary of evangelism, Will speak, folbution." He will speak again Tues- each church will be open.- lowing the devotional message by
day afternoon at. regular confer- Reporter
Rev. L. D. Epinette, Trinity Asso. h' I
d"
ciation superintendent.
ence at 3 :45, on "Preaching the S
---ord." At the closing session, • • L•.W It ow leS
.
Rev. B. Franklin Bates,. pastor
Tuesday f!Vening, Dr. Cothen will
S. '!-'· WHITLO~, 70, promi~e~t of First Church, Jachsonville, will
speak at 7 on "We Can Still De- Baptist layman, died Jan .. 7 at his speak on the theme, "The Book of
'"'elld Upon God."
·
home at Tutc kerman. Services were the 'Hour."
Mrs. Henry B. Smith will speak conducted from T u c k e ~ m an
LeRoy M1cClard, state church
Tuesday afternoon to the ladies' c.hurch Jan. 10 by Re.v. Curtis Pen- music secretary, will direct t4e
ion, at Second Church.
nm~on, pa~tor, ass.Ist~d by lte~. music.-J. M. James, Superintendllrs. Smith was born in Ger- C~cil Gut~m.e, Black River Associ- ent
•
•
•
•
many and broug·ht,up to believe in ational miS~Ionary.
1
~:: teachings of the Roman CathMr. Whitlow leaves his Wif~, P1ggly W1ggly 91ft
Church. Her teen-age years t?ree sons, three dau~hters, two
C.S. WILLIAMS, owner of the
ere spent under the dictatorship sisters, 13 grandchildren and "' Arkadelphia Piggly Wiggly gro. Adolph Hitler. After the war, three great-grandchildren. '
.eery store, recently presented Dr.
-. 1946, she met and married an
'
Ralph A. Phelps, Jr., Ouachita ColAmerican soldier. ·In October,
The Baptist Student Union at lege pr~sident, a stock contribu\48, they came together to the Southern College, Walnut Ridge, tion of $2,000 for the Ouachita entes and settled at Lav1aca, and the ·,College City 'church, lo- dowment campaign. His is the
nere she was won to Christ, by cated on the college campua;; will largest local single contribution
eighbor .
lead in a revival at the college Feb. for a.n Arkadelphia total of $11,·
Dr. Baker J . Cauthen, execu- 3-10, according to B.S.U. sponsor, 156.77. Williams also owns stores
secretar y of the Foreign Mis- J. T. Midkiff.
in Mena and DeQueen.
UARY 24, 1963
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Panel left, top: E. J. Par-nell, deacon and Sunday
School teacher from East Side ChuTch, Mountain
Home, "mother·" of the mission, teaches the adult
class. Jay Lucas, from Fi·r st Chur·ch, Little Rock,
(front pew, 1 right) was among ·the four· visitor·s.

in session. The list included 14 adults, including fou·r
visit01·s; 6 in the young people-in~ermediate class; 6
in the 'junim· class; and 5 in the pTima~ry and beginner·s class.
Panel r·ig-ht, botto·m : Young J er·r·y Hurst, a bank
,.
in Mountain Home, squats against a wall
employee
Panel left, bottom: Teacher of the junior·s, pr·ito
teach
4,he
class of young people and intermediates.
maries and beginners is Martha (Mrs. Jerr·y) Hurst)
yeaTs
ago
Jerry dedicated his life to Christian
Two
who teU>ches music in the Mountain Home schools.
servic·e while on the operating table for open-heart
·Panel right, top: Missionary Dale Barnett, him- surger·y to correct a serious congenital heart defect.
se.lf a native of the hills of Arkansas, works over the Says Missionary Barnett: "He is certainly living up
enrollment sheet while Sunday . School classes were to his promises to the Lord."

Big Flat .opens mission
By THE EDITOR
SUNDAY, Jan. 6, the first Lord's Day of a new new mission.
year and. Commitment Day for Southern Ba,ptist
Accompanied by Jay Lucas, of First Chureh, Litsoulwinners across the nation, wa8 a big day for Big tle·Rock, I drove the more than 100 miles from Little
Flat. For that was the day Mis.s ionary Dale Barnett, Rock to Big Flat and arrived just as the .Sunday
of White River Association, saw a dream come true School was being organized.
in his beloved Arkansas hill country-the org.anizaNot knowing just where the services were beina
tion of ·a mission for the Big Flat community.
held, we stopped in Bi·g Flat's business district and
On. the invitation of the missionary, I was p·riv- inquired of the only person in sight, a man. "Righ·
ileged to represent the Arkansas Baptist State Con- across the road," he said, "over there where t
vention and to preach at the initial servi:ces. of the lights are turned on."
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eno~gh,

the lights turned on along the front
had been a store building. I have since reon this direction-"Over there where the
, are turned on."
.
llat better description is there for the starting
mission for the preaching, and. teaching of the
_e than "turning on the lights"? That is what
e Barnett has been doing in the rural communi- of White River association for the past months
~ years.
The new mission is sponsored by East Side
:rre

• Hu-d dleston dies ·
JIRS. Margaret Louise LaHive
dleston, 79, of Little Rock, died
10 at Memphis while visiting
_ daughter, Mrs. James B. Dick- n, in Memphis. Funeral servwere conducted J·an. 12 by Dr.
0. Vaug~t and Rev. Dawson
King_

Mrs. Huddleston also leaves l}er
usband, J. E. Huddlfstqn, and a
son, Dave B. Huddlest<im, of North
Little Rock, and three grandchildren.
She was a member of Immanuel
Church.

Recreation clinic

Church, Mm,m taip Horne, 0. I. Ford, pastor. The
East Side Church itself started as a mission just a
few years ago.
What of the prospects at Big Flat? There are
133 families in the community, with 200 enrolled in
the school and more than 600 persons receive their
mail through the Big Flat post office.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hurst, a young couple from
Mountain Horne, are being· "loaned" to the new mission .as workers during the time the mission is establishing it~elf.

Sawyer to Odessa

T.V. programs carried

WILLIAM B. Sawyer, former
pastor of Calvary Church, West
Memphis, and ' pastor -of First
Church, Merkel, Tex., for a year
and a half, has resigned to accept
the pastorate of Belmont Church,
Odessa, Tex.
This 1,844-rnernber church . has
1,607 enrolled · in Sunday .School,
with an annual budget of $117,000
and church plant valued at $879,523.
\

THE Radio •and Television Cornmission of the Southern Baptist
Convention announces the following stations within reach of Axkansas residents are carrying the
new Televangelism films this quarter:
T
Fort Smith, KFSA-TV, SQ.nday,
;l :30 p.m.; Hot Springs, KFOY-Ty,
Sunday, 12 :30 p.m.; Little Rock,
KTHV, Sunday afternoon (exact
time to be worked out, either for
1 or .3 p.m.)
·
In additioq, the following stations will be received py some Arkansas residents:
Cape Girardeau, KFVS-TV,
day, 1 p.m.; and 'Memphis, WMCT,
Sunday, 7 :30 a.m.

I

While Mr. Sawyer was at Merkel
the church constructed a pastoriurn: valued at $25,000; received 111
new rnernbe,rs, 43 by baptism; and
gave more than $18,000 rnissidns.
-Reporter

THE Christian Commission Union of Ouachita College will sponsor a recreation clinic on the campus Feb. 4-7. Cecil McGee, a consultant with the Church Recreation department of the Baptist
Sunday School Board in NashYille, Tenn., will direct the clinic.
The clinic is designed to teach
leadership ; ·'organizing and leading youth fellowship, family fellowship, retreats, parties, and banquets; and doing handcraft for vacation Bible schools.

Miss Helen May, youth director
of South Main Church, Houston,
•
Tex., will assist in the clinic. General chairman is Wayne Peterson, '
DEDICATION for Woodlawn Barptist Ch'lllrch, 600 North Polk,
assistant professor of religion and
Little
Rock, new edv,cational building~ was held Jan. 20 at 10:50..
German at Ouachita. Dennis Holt,
a.m.
Rev.
Horace Grigson is pasto'f!.
associate professor of speech· at
Rev.
T.
J. Elliff, director of Religious Education for the Atkansas
Ouachita, is drama chairman.
Lodging will be provided free
for workers from
Arkansas
ehurches, and rnea.ls can be obtained at regular pdces in ihe student cafeteria. No registration fee
will be charged.
JANUARY 24, 1963

I

Baptist State Convention, preache·d the sermon of dedication.
George L. McBride served as chairman of the building committee.
Jack Morgan Co. was the general. contractor, and Norris J. Sparks,
architect.
The new building consists of an auditorium, two nurseries,
kitchen, five large. departments, choir room, and a number of classrooms. It is fJ:_ir conditioned throughout ..
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a faithful member of First
Conway, and is presently
as president. of the senior clasa
"Often great athletes who
pened to have a membership iD
Baptist church somewhere are
in the s:Potlight because of
athletic prowess," said
Logue. "But here is a boy
.honored by his fellow students
a fine Chrjstian. He was
as a great Christian years befo
he wras honored ~s a great a~hle
This is the way it should be.''
Cound was nominated by Arkansas State Teacher College President Silas Snow. Other athletes
seriously considered were Arkansas Tech's basketball player Kenny
Saylors and Little Rock Boys' Club
swimmer Frank Pernique.
r H H l f l n . .-

Hope Association
By M. T. McGregor,
Superintendent
,PLANS are underway for two
• Central Training Schools for the
benefit of churches in the associ·
ation. For churches east of the
river the dates are Feb..25-28. The
other school will be held in CoOPeration with some of the Texarkana, Tex., churches Feb. 18-22,
skipping Feb. 20, at First Church,
'.l;'exarkana. ,
Trinity Church has been organized in Magnolia, and wishes t o
affiliate with. the association.
Charles
Nash is pastor.
in 1:57 seconds. In 1962 he broke
Gen'
o
a
Church has called Royce
his own record with 1 :53.9. He
failed to place in the fast AAU Laseter as pastor. He is a graducontest in California, but his ~tte of East Texas Baptist College
1 :50.3 was the best .of his career and a member of First Church,
and the fastest half-mile ever re- Lake Village. ·
corded for one representing an ArWe are looking ahead t o the juklansas school.
bilee revivals · fn our association
Athletic Director Frank Koon- April 14-28.
a Baptist also-said of Cound, "He
is no doubt the greatest track athLainan Li.b rary open
lete in Arkansas history.''
Raymond Bright, track coach at
MAYOR William F. Laman of
ASTC. said: 'He is the· most out- North Little Rock received the ofstanding young man I have ever ·ficial key to the library named for
been associated with in the 15 him at dedication services recently.
years I've coached. He's everything The new building has 45,000 books,
a man could want in a boy of his shelf space for 90,000 and room for
own."
more shelves.
member t>f
Mayor Laman is
Bestdes serving as Baptist Student president at ASTC, Gerald is Park Hill Church.

Young Baptist state's top athlete
GERALD Cound, BSU presi·
dent at Arkansas State Teachers
College, has been awarded the cov.
eted Neil Martin Trophy as the
state's top athlete for 1962, The
Arkansas Association of the Ama·
teur Athletic Union named the
young Baptist at its mid-winter
session at the Little Rock Boys'
Club recently.
The last three years' winners
have been Razorback All-American football players-Jim Mooty,
in 1959 ; Wayne Harris, in 1960;
and Lance Alworth, in 1961.
Gerald is a native of Grannis
rand transferred to Arkansas State
Teachers College from Eastern
Eastern Oklahoma A&M. In 1961
he broke the AIC's 29-year record
in the 880-yard dash, running it
Page Twelve
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Alcohol expert

sound~

warning

all of the voters of 'the nation in a
state of drunkenness for a period
of 40 days, he said.
Rev. Lee I. Dance, legislative
secretary of the Foundation, said
liquor interests would attempt to
have the legislature amend the
local-opti9ri law to permit wet-dry
elections to be !Called in any political subdivision of a dry county.
Under present law, the wet
forces can ask for an election to
legalize the sale of alcoholic beverages only on a. coufity-wide basis.
The argument for the change will
be that the drys have the law in
t heir favor, Dance said.

fhe liquor privilege

JUDGE MADDOX

UNLESS Americans change
their way of living, the nation is
beaded for a ·hopeless shortage of
physicians and surgeons, Dr. A~·
drew C. Ivy, research professor of
biochemistry at Roosevelt University, Chicago, and an a:uthority on
alcohol, said here last week at the
annual meeting of the board of the
Christian Civic Foundation of Arkansas.

In a lecture following a dinner
at Little Rock's First Methodist
Church J an. 14, Dr. ·Ivy said that
all of the nation's · 1?00,000 physi-'

clans now in practice could, easily
spend all of their time and energy
ministering to the health needs of
the 5,000,000 alcoholics of the natiOn.

,

"The law is not unfair and
ought to be written more strongly," Mr. Dance said, "for the Jiq.
nor-business does not have a prime
right to exist but exists only as a
privilege."
Reports were heard from Jerry
McBride, educational assistant to

Dt. William E. BtQWn, executi'(t~

director of the Fouhdation, rutd
from Dr. Brown.
The board voted unanimously to
continue to affiliate with the National Temperance League, Washington, D.C., ~nd to send a resolution of commendation to Governor
Orval E . Faubus for his · stand
against the legalization of casinotype gambling.

Maddox new head

layman, was elected presid
the Foundation to succeed
Meers, of Dardanelle, who
complet ing a second term
under t he Foundation's constitution was not eligible for re-election.
Other officers elected were :
Rev. J. Albert Gatlin, North Little Rock, f irst vice president; Tom
F . Digby,, North Little Rock, second vice pre~ident ; Dr. Rheubin L.
South, North Little Rock, third
v-ice president ; Dr. Kennet h L.
Spore, Monticello, fourth vice
president; Dr. Erwin L., McDonald, Little Rock, secretary ; and
Rev. Alfred A. Kqox, Little ' Rock,
treasurer.
Others elected to the executive
committee were : Rev. Lee I.
·Dance, Little Roc~, legislative secretary.; Mrs. Edgar Dixon, Little
llo6k ; Rev. Worth W. Gibson, Lit- ·
tie .Rock; • Rev. G. W. Hardcastle,
Little Rock ; Bishop W. Kenneth
Pope, Little Rock, and Mr. Meers ..
Rev. T. J. Gotcher, North Little
Rock, was elected an emeritus
in:anber.
·

ehenaulf takes post
REV. Allen Chenault, North Little Rock, is the new pastor of Vandervoort First Chur-ch, the first to
serve in the new church building.
He moved with his .family to the
Vandervoort parsonage on Dec. 27.
Mr. Chemult is a graduate of
Temple S c h o o 1s, Chattanooga,
Tenn. He received the Graduate of
Theology Degree in 1958. Mrs.
Chenault received the same degree.
Mr. and Mrs. Chenault have
three children.

In an aside on tobacco, Dr. Ivy
Judge Edward- Maddox, of Har1
referred to cigarettes as "canrcer- . risburg,
an attorney and Baptist
:ttes" and predicted if the present
~ -.··· :
··;;~r~r~~ · · : ~~-~.
trend of the American public to
r~ .; . .
11110ke continues regardless of
warnings from the medical profeson as to the health hazard "in
..}i years all of our surgeons
needed to perform the operaons on patients who have tobae...
co-caused lung cancer."
Disputing claims that there
drinking when liquor is le.
:-alized than when it is prohibited,
.. Ivy said 33,300,000,000 ounces
alcohol were consumed in the
EDUCATI()NAL' Building of First Church, Booneville, was dedi- -nited States for the· year 1961.. cated recently wnd the note burned. Prinmpal sp~aker was Rev. D. B;
- · This would be etiough toB iedsae, forrnet p(f,8toif. The present pastor is Rev. Norman E. Lerch.

wm
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Arkansas All O v e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mt. Zion Ass'n
By Carl Bunch, Missionary
FIRST Cl:mrch, Bay, conducted
revival services De~. 10-15. Guy
Whitney, pastor, We s t V i e w
Church, Paragould, was the evangelist and Jackie Hancock, Minister of Music, First Church, Mo..
nette, directed the music. There
Were five additions by baptism and
one rededication. Hal W. Gallop,
Sr. is. pastor.

SEMINARY STATE GROUP OFFICERS-Newly-elected officers
of the Arkansas state group at Southern Theological Seminary in
Louisville, , Ky., are (left to 1·ight) : Jerry Mize, Benton, presidervt ;
Jennings Partin, Russellville, vice-president; Jim McDaniels, secretarytreasurer.. Also pictured is Dr. Marvin .Tate, Southern Seminary Old
Testament professor who serves the group as advisor: (Photo by
Edward Briggs)

-L iberty Association -

Johnson dies at 66

By Conway H. Sawyers,
REV. Charles I)Qw Johnson,
Missionary
Route l, Mabelvale, died at the
ELLIOTT Church has called ·age of 66 Jan, 12 at a Little Rock
Danny Griffin, ·who will be gradu- hospital.
'
ated from Southern Semin,a ry this
Mr. Johnson was a Baptist minmonth.
·
ister and former ·evangelist. He
Harold Carter has accepted a w~s a graduate of the A.inerican
call to the Village Church.
· Bible School and bel~ B._D., Ph.D.
Charles Baskin has returned to ~nd !J.T. degrees. He began preac?Temple Church El Dorado.
m~ I~ 1923 and held pasto~ate~ m
~
Illm01s and Arkansas. His first
The Norphlet Church has razed ministry was at South · Highland
the ~duoational b~ilding o_f wood Church.
'·
and Is now. e~ectlng a brick. a~d
Services were conduded Jan. 14
masonry buddmg. Robert Smith IS at South Highland Church by Rev;
pastor.
Garrett Graham.
·
Smackover First Church will
soort have the use of an addition to .lnt~rim pastor called ·
~ts edu·c ation space, housing sever:R.EV. P. J. Crowder has been
al departments and a large kitchen called by First Church, Sparkman,
and dining area. The membership as interim pastor. Mr. Crowder,' a
is currently renovating a portion member of the church and a resiof the existing building for four dent o.f Sparkman, will devote full
large nursery departments with time to the church.
new lighting and modern equipMr. Crowder is beginning his
ment.
fifth year of retirement and serves
only as supply pastor and teacher
in study courses. He also holds reMissionary notes
vivaJs.
•
REV. and Mrs. Lowell E. Ledford, Southern Baptist missionarENTERPRISE C h u r c h, Big
ies to Peru, are opening new mis- Creek Association, reports a good
sion work in Piura (address:· attendance at its Bible study proApartado 830, Piura, Peru) . Both grath. The study in Matthew was
are natives of Arkansas, he of Con~ taught by .Rev. Dune Flood, pastor.
way and she, th~ former Shirley Mrs. Clifton Talburt taught the
young people.
Stephan,, of Little Rock.
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Alsup Church had the services
of Victor Faulkenberry, mission
pastor, First Church, Harrisburg
in a revival Nov. 25-Dec. 3. The
were three additions by letter, on
by baptism and four rededication
Carl King, , pastor, reports a goo
interest with 80 in Sunday Scho
on the closing Sunday.
Bono Chur.ch, Vernon Bradley
pastor, has voted to participate i
the Church Development Minis~r~
Brookla nd Church has install
a hardwood floor in the auditqr·
urn and made other building im
provements. Jimmy navis is pa
tor.
New Hope Churc};l, ' Jonesbo
had r.ev.ival services Dec. 4-9. B'
Oaldwell, ·pastor, Bigelow, was t
evang,elist and John Cook, of t
ch.urch,' directed the music.
Bowman Church has called V'
tor Faulkenberry as pastor.
will continue· to li.ve in Hay.
recently resigned as mission p
tor, First Church,~ Harrisburg.
Central Church, Jonesboro, be
dual Sunday morning wors
services on Jan. 6. The first se
' ice is at 8:30 a.m. The pastd
· Curtis Mathis, rep9rts a good
tendance in both services.
extra ser'lice became necessary
cause of overflow crowds.
Cash Chureh held a revival l)t.
4-9. Billy Walker, Walnut Ri
was the evangelist, and K. G.
Ian, Cash, directed the musa
There were 14 rededications
one addition by baptism. Mari
Berry is pastor.
ARKANSAS BA

epanto Church takes
and on gambling

Baptist Flying Parsons to mee

THE Arkansas Baptist NewsTHE Flying Parsons of · the
gazine has received from Pastor . Southern Baptist Convention, an
_-Campbell of First Church, Le- organization open to ordained or
panto, copy of a resolution passed commissioned Southern Baptists
the church in its monthly busi- who are Ucimsed pilots or who hold
ess conference Jan. 8.
current F .A.A. student· pilot perIn the resolution the ·church de- mits, will be perfected in Little ·
:res, "Our :Continued opposition · Rock on Jan. 28.
.
legalizing illegal gambling in
Serving as temporary president
- and all forms as being a sin. of the new organization is Rev.
:ainst God and resulting in the Lewis E. Clarke, pastor of Maple
eakdown of morals and economic Avenue Church, Smackover, who
dards in our society."
is one of 'the organizers.
The church pledged its action in
Other of-ficers, all of whom will
.- future to "Any actions by any ~erve until the . ineeting of the
- up or groups to further legal- · Southern Baptist Convention n1lxt
;;: or participate in this [gam- May in Kansas City, are: Rev.
bg] practice.
Beri F. Bates, pastor of First
Church, Jacksonville, first vice
~opies of the resolution were
- to Gove;rnor Faubus and to president; Rev. George Y. Willeaders in the Arkansas State liams, pastor of Fir111t Church,
-:gislature, requesting them to use Atalla, Ala., second vice presi:eir infl uence against gambling in dent; and Rev. Bill McCrary, -pastor of First Church, Smackover,
state.
.
::n a letter from Pastor Campbell , secretary.
Governor Faubus, .'enclosing -a
. :Purpose of the Jan. 28 meeting,
'~"" of the resolution, Pastor which will be held in the Baptist
~pbell assured the Governor Building, 401 West Capitol Ave.,
- he and his church "pray for will be to adopt policies and make
~ as you perform the duties of
plans for setting up permanent or- : governor of the state of Ar- ganization in Kans.a s City during
the meeting of the Southern Bapansas.''
tist Convention. ._
,
The
aims
of
the
F1ying
.Parsons,
nuary for Jesus
to be acted on at the Little Rock
BIGHW AY Church, Highway
-west, North Little Rock, is hav~- a church loyalty crusade durJanuary . . Theme is "January
Jesus."
-he crusade features special
essages by the pastor, Rev. KelGarman, a week of Bible
and observance of Baptist
: Day, Jan. 27.

meeting, include:
To promote the use of general
aviation in the spread of the gospel of Christ;
To render aid and assistance to
individuals in time of emergency ;
To help with transportation
problems of returning missionaries in meeting• speaking appointments;
To be bf service to the Southern
Baptist Convention;
To stand ready as an organization to be used by the 'Government
in time of national or state need.
Membership applications may
be addressed to President Clark~,
at Smackover. ·
<;barter· members include: Dr.
Felix Wagner, First Church, Muskogee, Okla.; Rev. Rhine McMurry, East Main Church, El Dorado;
Rev. W. Clyde Marti'n, evangelist,
Columbia, Tenn.; Rev. Glen Crotts,
Arizona Baptist Convention, Phoenix, Ariz.; Rev._ Cecil D. Etheredge, Decatur, .Ga.; Dr. Paul Roberts, First Church, Little Rock;
Dr. John R. Maddox, First
Church, .Camden; Dr. Robert
Smith, First Church, Pine Bluff;
Re.v. Lionel P. Crowell, West Monroe, La.; and Rev. Charles Wagner, Butler, Ala.

FIRST Church, Cherry Valley
installed a baptistry heater.
heater furnishes hot water for
rest rooms and kitchen. Rev.
er Haltom is pastor.
~:.

J. ·T. McGill, director of

- r Rescue Mission, New Or- .
- will be guest speaker at the
· - meeting of the ministerial
ee at Southern College, WalRidge, Feb. 6. He is a former
of the college.
-.."~-...-Y
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LEADERS of the new Flying Parsons organization include, left
to right, Rev. Lewis E. Clarke, Smackover,· Dr. John R. Maddox,
Camden; and Rev. Bill McCrary, Smackover. The plane belongs to
Mr. Clarke.
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FOR GOOD'
J

BY CAROL HARTSFIELD .

4

RONALD BALLARD dictates Sunda·y School lessons for the blind.
[Miss Hartsfield, \a student at
Southwestern Seminary, Ft.
Worth, and a part-time. worker at
Christian Education for the Blind,
Ft. Worth, is from. Searcy. She is ·
a former member of the staff of ·
Set;o·n d Church, Little Rock.~
ELM]
IT IS my personal experience to
witness the victories of a heroic
Christiau who is the living testfmony of the · truth, "my strength
is made perfect in weakness."

Early in December I took a taxi
to the home of Ronald Ballard in
Fort Worth on an assignment · for
dictation. Shorthand and typing
is a regular routine for many secretaries, but this particular assignment is .a most unique one.
You see, Ronald is a quad-riplegic.
He is paralyzed from his shoulders'
down, caused by a br.oken neck inflicted by an automobile accident
ten years ago.
At the time of the accident
Ronald was attending the University of Houston on a basketball
scholarship, but had not accepted
Christ as Saviour, even though he
had felt the need many times. The
Page Sixteen

occasion for accepting Christ for
his Saviour was at the scene of
the accident while waiting for an
ambulance.
He told ine that even though he
had not fully understood some
years later why he had to spend
the rest of his life with his body
paralyzed, he has accepted it in
the knowledge that "all things
work together for good to them
that love God, and are called according to his purpose."
In this radiant peace of mind
and heart he claims the reward
that "it is much better for me to
sp~nd the few years on eaHh as a
quadripJegi'C' and to have .eternity
in Heaven than to spend a few
years in riotous living and eternity in hell. Ronald yields no e:?Cception when he says that everyone
can have a vital place of service
for the Lord. Being thankful that
he has a sound mind and his
speech, his total commitment is
"such as I have, give I Thee." With
this spirit of self-dedi1cation Ronald has been bugy in the service of
God and in helping others.
Ronald knows the desire of handicapped people to worship in a

church where they may be free
from self-consciousness. In the
summer of 1955 he dreamed of a
chureh conducted by the handicapped for the handicapped: He
revealed this dream to Baptist
leaders in Fort Worth and soon
such a congregation was organized, as a mission, Crusaders
Chapel, under the sponsorship of
Sagamore Hill Bapti~t Church. '
The Chapel has grown in number and in spirit, and they are
looking forward to becoming an
established church soon. April is·
the date for . beginning the construc-tion 1 of a new ehurch building especially designed to serve
their particular needs. Their mission work is to reach every handicapped person of Fort Worth for
Christ.
The progress of the endeavor
presents an example of the' influence of a vigorous worker who is
sustained by his daily study and
love for the Bible. At Crusaders
Chapel he is superintendent of the
Sunday School, teacher of a men's
class, teacher of a Wednesday evening Bible Hour, chairman of the
building committee, recreation and
ARKANSAS BAPTIST

b'ansportation committees.
Ronald has shown a special joy
the privilege this quarter of
writing and recording the Sunday
-chool lessons for Christian Education for the Bli'nd. (These are
vailable on the tape to all blind
;.oersons having tape recorders.)
Each time when I le~ve his home
have been moved to think of how
much more could be accomplished
·or Christ, if all of us who claim
know Him could have the same
sense of dedication and direction
life.

~eaeU 4'9M"
=.· ol ~atz.ti4t ~i4t'4'%~
By BERNES K. SELPH. Th.D.
P01stor, 1st Baptist Church, Benton

'Second' convention

THE "second" Arkansa; ijaptist State Convention was organized in August, 1950, at the close
of Rocky Bayou
Association meeting with the Antioch Baptist
Church 25 miles
n o r t h w e s t of
The preacher poet
Batesville.
This new organization
was
known as "The
Your Bible's the key to a useful
DR. smH ·
White River BaPlife,
tist Convention." Dr. P. S. G. WatIt's the key to a realm of b,liss, son was elected president and John
t's the key of return to faithful- C. Brickey elected secretary. It
ness
was not in oppOsition to the conWhen "The Way Qf the Cross" vention which had been organized
you miss.
two years earlier at Tulip. Long
distances and difficulties in travel
· ead your Bible over and over,
- ~ were ' given as reasons for its orPonder it through and through ganization.
"rite it on paper again and again
The first conv~ntion organized
was pretty well confined to the
And it will belong to you.
'Central and southern part . of the
.aim your Bible as you fall' asleep, state. Very few people north of
Little Rock attended its meeting
Live it while you are awake, .
~ it along to your fellow man
or could without extreme hard?or your Lord and Sla:v ior's sake. ships. There were no railroads
- ~ ·. B. O'Neal
and the wagon roads were few

These pictures were made at the WMU
Memorial Training School in Rome in April 1961
tland Crusade group from Arkansas sto)_)ped for a
· little Baptist oasis in the great Catholic desert.
talian gardener, recently won to Christ, tend·s the
Ute school yard. Center, Editor Erwin L. McDonald,
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and poor. The regular
did not meet north of Littl
until 1858 when it met at ~~
ton. It met in Helena in 1869
in Searcy in 1876. The new eonvention sought to serve the chun:hes north of the Arkansas River.
Evidently no ill feeling existed
between the two groups. Dr. Watson, first p~sident, became editor
of the Arkansas B(Lptist, the regular convention newspaper in
1858. The southern convention,
meeting at Camden, 1853, aPpointed M. W. McGraw and R. W.
Rowland corresponding messengers to the northern convention in
the state.
From statements -in its records,
apparently, White River Convention found more opposition to missions in north Arkansas than the
convention organized in southern
,
Arkansas.
But the convention. elected two
missionaries, Oct. 26, 1850; their
salaries were $200 a year. EaJCh
was provided a printed ~ "commission" that the people and churches
might know who he was.
Dr. Watson was elected by the
boaTd to serve as missionary to the
First Baptist Church, Batesville,
for one year, beginning Jan. 1,
1851. And an appeal was made to
the S o u t h e r n Baptist Mission ·
Board, Marion, Ala., to aid the
board in the suin of $300 for the
Batesville missionary.

of the Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine, renews acquaintance
with President Ronchi, of the Baptist Union of Italy. Right
is Miss Virginia Wingo, head of the school. (The 'school will
be visited again during the coming summer by a tour con·
ducted by Dr. McDonald and Dr. Tom Logue, both of Baptist
Building, Little Rock,)
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The Bookshelf
I Believe in Miracles, by Ka.thryn Kuhlman, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962, ,3.50
Miss Kuhlman claims no healing
power as an individual', but she believes
in bringing souls to God through faith
and prayer .and in helping tht>se who
are hungry for Chris.t to find Him.
Relating her reasons for beHeving ift
miracles, she gives as evidence 21 factual and dramatic stories of people who
have been cured of dlteases ranging
from lung cancer to c·r'eeping paralysis.
These she describes ·a·B "... the authentic experience~ of people who have believ>ed God fur a miracle, and God has
honored. their faith on the authority of
His Word."

Middle of th.3 Road

Funerals

6. If you are called upon to
preach a funeral in a church of
another denomination, don't discuss the fact. A pla,in middle-ofthe-road funeral message will be
acceptable.

By J. I, COSSEY
I NEVER asked for a funeral,
nor did I ever decline one. A fu7. Don't try to locate the ete~
neral may offer an opporturtity for
nal
resting place of the dead. Ususervice, but such should not be
ally the obituary will tell all that
sought. Often a funeral talk should
needs to be told.
be a gospel sermon, but not( always.
A funeral talk cannot help , the ·
8. Suitable Bible verses with
dead; but it should be alll. effort brief interp·r etation will usually be·
to comfort the living'. Note the sufficient for a funeral message.
following suggestions to young
9 . . Make your message brief.
preachers:
Don't discuss the flowers and other
1. If possible, visit the family physical surroundings. Make your
in advance
the funeral.
message short and let the funeral
2. Use songs ·and Scripture se- direc:tor do the rest.
Horizon, January 1963, $4.50 per copy, lections requested by the family.
10. Whatever closing service you
$21 per ~ar
3. Try to bring Divine comfort may have at the cemetery, make it
·A Baptist couple, graduateS' of Bay- to the family.
short. It is good to say words of
lor University and formerly members of
the faculty of Georgetown College,
4. If you find yourself in an comft>rt to the family after the
Georgetown, Ky., are featured· in an awkward situation, make the best benediction.
aTticl~ '("A P:air of Modern Masquers")
of it but don't act the fool
11. Where it is' possible, visit or
in .the J anua.ry issue· of Horizon, the bi- '
·
monthly magazine-book. The Ooreys,
5. Don't get upset if a mistake write the family words of sympa-'
now located at Centenary College, __ is made; work yourself out of it , thy within a few days after the
Shre':'eport, ha~e a.tt~cted international . the best way possible. Mistakes funeral. Do much praying with the
acclaim for the1r ver.ston of the Book of are common ,., nd all of · ' · k
family during the days of mourn~
US rna e
Job. They showed at the Brussels
ing.
World's Fair and, later, toured England, them.
They have played to paeked pews .in
New York ·City's Christ ChuTch Methodist,. and in theatres from Williamstown,
Ma·ss., to Miami, Fla. Every . summer
· since 1959 they have presented the play
in the Pine Mountain . State Park at
Pineville, Ky..
Other articles in this isaue of Horizon
rang.e from a look at Boston's new city
hall to a visit to Oxford, England. There
are 130 illus·trations, 49 i~ color. ·

of

leanings from the
Greek New ·Testament

The International Les!JC)n Annual, 1963,
Abingdon Press, 1962, $2.95
This commentary on. the International
Su~nday School lessonl!l ·uses both the
King James and the Revil!OO Standard
IT takes grace to forgive. This idea of grace. We hardly can say
vers-ions of the Bible. The eommentary
is now ·in its eighth year. Le9li.Qn writ- is true when both God and men "to grace," except, of course, in
ers incl1;1de, by quarters of the year: ' forgive.
an article like this in order , to exFloyd V. Filson, <>f McCormick Semi• Gra-ce is free. It is not required. plain the point.· So, suffice it to
nary, Chicago; Chester Warren Quimby,
say that tpe phr:a se under discusof Oxf{)ll'd, Ohio; Rhoda C. Edmeston, of Grace is unearned, undeserving.
Scarri,t t College f{)ll' Chriatian W{)ll'kers, And that is the very reason why sion could be translated m~:r.t> litNashville; and J. Carter Swaim, of the it takes grace to forgive. The . erally "gracing to one another ·
National -Council of the Churches of point is that sin deserves not for- yo1.1r sins."
Cl).rist in the U.S.A.
But why all this talk about the
giveness but punishment. So,
wheneve'r anybody forgives, he matter?, Simply to · remind that
The New Testament in Modern English forgives out of grace. There is no the genius of the Christian Gospel
translated by J. B. Phillips, Macmillan other way to forgive.
is its preoccupation with grace.
Paperbacks·, 1962, $1.46 .
Which brings us to a point of And to rematk further that we
This issue of' a populal' translation in trahslation. ('Forgiving" in Ephe- probably are being most distincpa·perback puts the scriJ)turea in mod- sians 4 :32 tmnslates the verb from tively Cnristian when we exercise
ern English within the retlch Gf almost
the gr;a.ce to forgive.
anyone._ Here is an excellent book to · which the word ''grace" is derived.
English,
as
you
know,
\las
no
verb
study along with the standard versions
Copyright 1962, by V. Wayne Barton,
of the scriptures.
·
form with which to express the
N ew Ol'l!'ftns Seminary

Grace to forgive
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with the church. Where this has been
done and a.1P,erennial effort has been
made to inform the people on God's
way of finance, the church has been
able to increase its efforts in all directions.
We have seen a few churches wait
until the people almost quit giving, then
jump into the Forward Program, expecting a. miracle to hap}Jen and the money
to roll into the treasury. These churches found out the hard way that there is
more to teaching stewardship than using
a few. gimmicks.-Ralph Douglas, Associate Executive Secretary

Brotherhood

Associational guidetines

GUIDELINES for effective aDd
THE Bible presents God's doctrine of
ductive Associational Brotherhood
As Bap.tists, we deplore the
are well established. An Associa~
that some do not believe or pracBrotherhood
~
tice the Bible way.
follows t hese guideThe
Bible
also
lines will alwaya do
presents God's 'plan
·
a
better job of work.
of financing
His
and t hus make a dischurches. Some do
tinct contribution to
not believe or practhe building up of
tice the Bible war·
the work of the asBaptists do not desociation in all of its
plore this financial
phases.
heresy, because too
The first guideline
many churches prac- Sunday S.chool
is complete organitice it. In fact: Bapzation, with all sugtist f.hurches 1have Two immediate events
MR. TULL
gested officers, leadused and many are
ASSOCIATIONAL Sunday School ers, and committees. To stop shor t of
~ow using man-made schemes to get
workers have two excellent opportuni- complete organization means stopping
rnoney.
ties in February for mutual fellowship short of getting into position for efConsequently, many churches stand·
and training with fective work. Associational Brotherin the community as a begging instituother workers from hoo'd officers, leaders, and committeetion. Think of it-in a day of "sup,ermen shoul4 be chosen because of their
over Arkansas.
The first meeting particular abilities and because of their
everything," too many churches are living on a hit-or-miss, hand-to-mouth
will be for the As. willingn~ss to serve.
~..-. .rr.H'·~ sociational
Vacation
basis: no planning of budgets, or very
Another guideline is setting up four
little effort put forth on a planned budgBible School t~ams. quarterly Brothel'hood meetings for the
et. So, instead of being the force in the
· These teams
will . year, each meeting to emphasize one of
community for God and righteousness,
I meet at the Immanthe majol' areas of Brotherhood work :
, uel Church on Feb. Christian wit!'1essing, personal stewardthe churches stand bareheaded, in rags,
knocking on the world's' -door of sin.
·14 f9r a one-day Va- ship, world missions, and Royal Amcation Bible School bassadorS'.
One way to start changing this sitClinic. Ed Seale of
uation is to get back to the Bible on
Still another . guideline is planning
MI. MATflrLII
the Sunday School
finances. To do that, churches must ree·
bepartment in Texas will assist in the and holding quarterly planning commitognize some basic principles.
administration and general sessions ·of tee meetings. These meetings should
If any Christian serves Christ in his the clinic. Special attention this year be held at least a month prior to the
church, he will be a giver. · First, he wil be given in all. departments in the next associational Brotherhood rally;
must give his soul to be saved. Then, area of creative activities. Team mem- and at the meetings necessary planning,
give his life to be used. This means a bers are urged to bring samples of both long range and immediate, should
surrender of everything.
hand-crafted creative aetivities for dis- be done. No program of Christian work
can be s~t forward and maintained withThis kind of New T~stament Chris- play purposes to the clinic. Other con- out careful and prayerful planning.
ference
leaders_
will
include:
Intermeditianity established - churches and kept
And there is yet another guideline:
them in business for God when it seemed ate leader, Mrs. J. H. Street; Junior The 'mastery ·of the Associational Broimpossible to do it. They did not count leader, Mrs. Lorene Bowen; Primar y therhood Manual. Every associational
the cost of giving and they did not count leader, Mrs. Mary Emma Humphrey; Brotherhood officer, leader, and comBeginner leader, Mrs. William Hunter;
the cost in getting others to give.
mitteeman should study the manual,
Nursery leader, Mrs. Robert Feazell.
If there is a real weakness in Bapwhich is the road-map of s.ucce~sful as1'he next meeting. will be the annual sociational Brotherhood work.
tists' effort to teach Bible stewardship,
it is in the matter of communication. · As~ociational Leadership Conference on
There is still another guideline: PlanMany times the church people do not Fei:J. 19 at Immanuel Church in Little ning and holding an associational
understand the what and why of church Rock. Along with other associational Brotherhood clinic for church Brotherfinance. We have ~een abl~ to get the leaders all associatlonal Sunday School hood officers. Doing this will }Jut t})e
idea of giving before the people, but we officers including the general officers associational Brotherhood into the
ha;ve been woefully weak on specifics. and all a~-group superintendents churches of the association in a man...
We have not been able to implement our should attend.
ner that· will help every church Brothpreaching and teaching on giving. This,
At each of these two meetings the erhood to operate efficiently.
we believe, is because of our apolo~tic noon meal will be provided and mileage
Follow the guidelines !- Nelson Tull,
attitude . toward giving.
expense according to the following forSecretary
mula:
Some boast that, "Our church never
finds it necessarY' to put on higlt- 1 Person per car --·-·-r-·r··-2c per mile
powered efforts to get money and we 2 Persons per car _,.....,.........4d per mile
WANTED: Church secrecan always pay our bills." Everyone is 3 Perlions per car ......:._______5c per mile
tary, in south Arkansas city;
in the "bill-paying" business, hut the
church Is to carry the Gos~el to the ends 4 Persons per car ..............-r6c per mile
salary according to qualificaof the earth and a church that is true 5 Persons per car ...,............7c ~er mile
tions and experience. Write
to its commission is interested in more 6 Persons per car ................ Be per mile
X,
in care !rkansas Baptist
than bill-paying.
H:ave you 'Written your will? January
Newsmagazine, Little Rock,
The Forward Program of Stewardship is Make Your Will month. Contact Ed
giving full particulars.-3-x
Development was designed to help Mc.Donald. Write a will.- Lawson Hatchurch members· share th~ir incomes field, Secretary '
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Nineteen

Training Union

Trinity Association
By L. D. Ep-inette, Missionary
REV. Marvin Wright has re
signed as pastor . at Weiner afte
four years service, because of hi
health. The family will move t
Mlarshall, Tex., to make thei
home. He will preach as his healt
permits. ,
Rev. Victor Faulkenberry · ha
resigned after a year's pastorate
at Ridgeview Mission. The mis,
sion has called Rev. Mack Lynn,
who '\Vas ordained by the Maple
Grove Church.

What's new?
THIS IS the third in a series of articles on "What's New in Training Union?" The Training Union TASK is
new.
1. The tisk of the
Training Union is
to interpvet systematic theology, Christian ethics, Christian
history, and church
polity and organization. The first task
of ·the Sunday School
is to teach Biblical
Interpretation. Just
as a young preacher
MR. DAVIS
in a seminary studies courses in the Bible such as the book
of Hebrews, he also 'studies systematic
theology which t,e aches what the entire
Bible has to· say about the great doctrines of Christianity. Thus the main
difference betwe.e n the Sunday School
and Training Union is in content. The
curriculum ·materials for Training Union will have as its content systematic
theology, Christian ethics, Christian history, and church p.olity and organization. For example, during the first quarter of• 1964 the adult Training Union
quattetlies will have a thirteen Sunday
unit on Baptist fundamentals. There will
also be a nine Sunday unit on Christian
history, and also units on ethics and
church polity.
2. The second task is to give orientation to new church members. Mr. Earl
Waldrup of 'the Training Department
will lead churches to help their new
clturch members understand and reaffirm their conversion experience. The
program will consist of instruction,
counseling, guided reading, guided !participation and family involvement.

Mil. lAKER

Baker invited again
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YOUR FAMILY·

A. RAY BAKER, music pro:fessor, New
Orleans Seminary, will return f6r the
annual Adult Music Festival which will
be conducted in Second Chutch, Little
Rock, Saturday, Feb. 23.
Mr. Baker lfroved to be a chora} technician of . the highes~ .caliber when he
was with us for the Adult Festivlfl last
year. Selections Mr. Baker will conduct
include: "The Lord Is My Shepherd,"
Clokey; "Unto . the Hills," Marshall;
"God Is Here," Lorenz; "Oh, the Bl·assedness Is Great," Bechler; "If Thou But
Suffer .God to Guide Thee," Anderson;
"None Other Lamb," Robert Graham, all
excellent selections in the medium difficulty classification.

The Festiv.a l schedule is as follows:
3. The third ·task is to train church 8 a.m., adjudication of small groups:
soloists, duets, trios, quartets, and sexmembers to perform the functions of the
tets. 10, combined adult choirs rehearsal.
.churches. The functions of a church are
to worship, to proclaim, to educate and · 11, parade of choirs (each choir singing
one selection): 12, lunch. 2, final comto minister.
bined adult choir rehearsal. 3, parade of
4. The fourth task is to discover, re- choirs. 3:30, l!once;rt pl'ogram.
cruit, and give general training to .po, All choirs are welcome to the festival.
tential leaders for the church. The organizations will continue to give their We have two rules: 1) Each choir must
be familiar with· combiQed choir selecown workers specialized training. 1
tions, 2) Every cJ:!oir' s·hall sing one se5. The fifth task is to provide or- lection of their own chosing in the pag~~onization lind leadership for special
rade of choirs. 1'his number may be any
lfro~ects of the church. The church will
hymn or anthem within the range and
give to the Training Union definite
capabilities of the particular choir.tas·ks to perform. Just one illustration
LeRoy McClard, Secretary
of this is a study course led ' by the
Training Union on evangelism prior to
revival meetig.
·
6. The sixth task is to provide and
j.nterpret informatiol} ' regarding thework of the church and the denomination. Whatever Southern Baptists want
to say regularly to the second largest
number of people can be said' best
through the Training .U nion.-:-Ralph W.
Davis, Secretary

'aoFF~Tv FOR

Paul Harvey ' narrates
3 ddcume.n~ary films

on· these stations in
Ft. Smith KI<'SA-TV,
Sun. 4 :30 Little Rock
KTHV, Sun. 1 or 3
KFOY-TV, Sun. 12:30

WORLD MISSIONS
and Christian Service are
stressed in 5 documentary
films in THE ANSWER series
February 3-March 3. Make

THE ANSWER

a family' viewing event each
week. For a free folder on
this year's 13 films, write:
THE ANSWER, Box J2157,
Fort Worth 16, Texas
*BOFF, according to Variety,
means "the ultimate . , . the greatest"

AROUND THE WORLD
By jet: Includes Holy Land. Only $2345. May 27-June 27.
EXIcellent: accommodations. Experie.nced tour leader. Small Christian group. (Bible lands alone: $1275, leave June 15.) Write
immedi:ate~y:
Dr. Cecil Sutley, Ouachita Baptist College,
Arkadelphia, Ark.
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Sunday School
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Jesus teaches Ln parables
By CHARLES A. THOMPSON
Pastor, Firs't Church, Marvell

January 27, 1963
Mark 3 :7-4 :34
IN our lesson last week we saw the
growing hostility of' the scribes, Pharisees, anc\ Herodians against Jesus. Paradoxical, and one of
the reasons for the
increased opposition,
the
growing
was
popularity of Jesus
with
the
common
people. His friends
and family thought
He was becoming
me n t a 11 y
unbalanced; His enemies
accused Him of being in league with
MR. THOMPSON
Beelzebub and attributed His work to Satan. It is worthy
to note that in spite of the world's self;
ish, careless, sinful state, Jesus Christ
is still revered far above any individual'
that has ever lived.

Reason for teaching in parables
4:10-.12
BECAUSE of enemy hostility, Jesus
began to use the parabolic method of
teaching. "And when He was alone,"
separated from the multitude, a f·aw
followed and "asked of him the para·ble." The que~tion arises pere as to
His real purpose of teaching by parabolic means. Was it to conceal His
true meaning from those "that were
without?" The teaching by parables
was -not a new method, rather it was a
familiar one. The parable is a short
illustrative story used to enforce and to
·a xplain a specific point.
"And he said unto them, Unto you it is
given to know the mystery of the
Kingdom of God. . ." The word "mystery" used by Paul, and in Revelation,
and· here comes from the Greek musterion and rightly means .a thing that is
concealed. It does not mean that the
thing considered is incomprehensible or
unknowable, or even difficult to understand. · Jesus has 'simply spoken of doctrines concerning the preaching of the
gospel and the establishment of the
Messiah's Kingdbm.. Jewish polity was
to cease, the Gentiles were to hear the
good news of salvation, the Messiah
was to die, be buried, and arise. The
disciples were given the capacity to
lmow these truths. To Belshazzar; the
Jlrr:iting on the wall was a mystery unthomable; to Daniel, a message. As
aind and heart open in receptive atti-:wdes, knowledge increases and my&r
'lies fade. A possible illumination to
humble disciple, the parable is sure
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to be a perplexity to the unbelieving
and disobedient.
Remarkable also is the application of
teaching by parable to those outside ·
the pale of discipleship, "that seeing
they may see, and not perceive; and
hearing they may he11r, and hot understand." No suggestion is given which
dooms a man to disbelief by divine decree. Suggested, rather, is man's complete liberty and choice in the matter.
If he closes his mind to truth, if he
chooses not to know the mysteries of
the kingdom, God does not coerce. In
mercy, God discloses truth, but He fs
under no obligation to · give light to
those who are unwilling to perceive, rJlther choose to walk in darkness.
~17.ceivers

of the parables 4:13-20

THE responsibility of rightly hearing
is great. Matthew records Jesus as saying, "Whosoever hath .. ·. " (Mt. 13:12),
meaning that man who imp.roves the
oportunities and light which he has
shall have them increased. The parable of the sower is quite simple, yet
presents perplexities. The Pharisees
and scribes, and Jews generally, were
quick to s·ae the natural meaning of the
story but were unable to perceive the
spiritual significance. They who had
stayed with Jesus and His apostles -in
turn asked His reasons fop. teaching in
parables. 'He is surprised at their dullness (v. 13) though they have been initiated into the secret of .God's kingdom. Not comprehending this parable
casts doubts about their understanding others which He had taught that day
and requires an explanation. He had
truths to express which were of grave
importance for His disciples to under- '
stand, He spoke them in the best possible way and slowly gained access to
their minds. "The sower soweth the
word.'' Dispensers Of truth, Jesus f-irst,
preacher, teacher, and all whom the
Spirit calls. The word is the truth of
God as revealed in the scriptures and
sown in human hearts. The hearers are
represented as different kinds of• soil,
classed as productive and unproductive
with three divisions in each. The sower
goes across his field scattering the seed,
some falling by the wayside, upon rocky
places, in thorny soil, and in ggod soil.
The first hear the word with outward
ear only, are unresponsive and allow
the message to be caught away by
Satan.
The second hear the good news with
gladness, receive with readiness, but not

deeply. Pleased.
stumble easily.
The third is fertile 5 il
of producing abundant barftst.
receive the word deep into t · r
inspire hope of great spiritual
age. Soon, however, the cares
world blight and choke the promisiJic
plant. These cares indicate no special
sin but diversions which occupy the life
and render it unfit for the exen:i!le
needed in cultivating the spiritual life.
These diversions, while wholesome in
themselves, may include a business engagement, arranging a social function,
or innumerable things which are allowed to overshadow interest in spiritq,al things.
All of the above are people who hear
the gospel in vain. The three grades of
the fourth soil, the good soil, represent
three classes of th,ose. who with profit
hear ·the good news of salvation. They
receive and retain the word in their
hearts, and in d11e time each bears fruits
of grace, 'alike in quality, but varying
in quantity.

ReS'ponse ·of the receivers 4 :33-34
WHILE Mark l'ecords only three parables in- the series found in these two
chapters, Jesus spoke many. Carefully
He spoke, "Patiently He waited for their
apprehension, and spoke ag~~;in as they
were able to respond. Generally He
spoke to the c~o.wds, then explained
in private to those who desired and
sought further instruction. Thus, He
cultivated and weeded His garden. It behooves !!ach of us to seek instruction in His word by prayerfully
reading the Bi~ie, by ' attending upon
the services in His house of worship, by
rightfully hearing the gospel as it is
preached, seeing to it that the seed
falls upon good soil.

How People 50 to
80 May Apply For
Life Insurance ·
\

If you're between 50 and 80, Old

American now invites· you ro apply
for its Golden Eagle $1000 Hfe insurance policy, Once the policy i·s
issued, you may continue to enjoy
this old line leg1al resetrV>e pro.tection the rest of your life. Handle
entirely by mail-no one will' call!
· We'll tell you how to apply to
put this policy into effect ~t a special introductory rate for the first
-month. Just tear out this ad and
mail it today with your name, address and year of btllth ;to Old
American Insurance Co., 4900 Oak,
Dept. L107C, Kansas City 1.!2, Missouri.
-Adv.
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LeHers

'Especially the index'

(Continued from page 5)
it was shown he'd done a lot of the
Lord's work. On page 17, Segregation
to end-about a Presbyterian college.
Certainly thes·e are newsworthy, but
put other religious news on the page designed for it "Religious News of the
World." If you must put these in, add
another page for their news and make
the rest of the news pertaining to Bap.tists.
·
I enjoyed the article "Pastor Resigns
. .. Protests Regimentation." Certainly
with modern means of travel and comIT\Unication more .things can be wttended
to faster, but let the deacon!! attend
many of these meetings for the pastor.
Weren't they first intended to relieve
the pa:itor so he could better attend his
primary task?-Mrs. . A. T. McConnell,
Cabot
REPLY: 1. Most of the\ out-of-state
letter writers get their ' papers the same
way you d<>-by United States mail.
Some of them may borrow it from a
neighbor or read it in a library.
2. Your answer as to why more Baptists in Arkansas do not wr,ite is as good
as ours. Of course, it is not possible for
us to publish a:ll the letters we receive.
The editor decides which ones to .publish.
.
3. Senator Kerr was not only prominent as a member of Congress 1 but also
as a Baptist, as you will note from our '
longer story about him, on the back
page of our issue of Jan. 17. And we do
not rest:nct ourselves to only tho&a
items which have .not previously been on
radio, TV, or in the daily press.
4. You are right. The story about the
Presbyterians you refer to could well
have been on our "Religious News of the
World" page. Except, of course that
this page was already full and V:e had
no way of adding another pa~, which
would have been page 25. (We have to
add pages in 8-page units).
Glad you liked the article about the
pastor resigning.
Thanks for reading us.-ELM

THE epelllnl' and oentence structure In this
department are thooe of the wrltero. The only
edltlna; of lettero to the editor Ia the wrltlna; of
he!'dlines. and. occasionally, deletion of parts that
are .not re&'arde\1 as esaentlal.
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the wol'k of Arkansas Baptists. You1
fine paiJilr is the reason. Esp.e cially de
I appreciate the December 20 issue wit~
the index. This makes the magazine
even more serviceable.-Harold E. Lindsey, Director, Department of Evangelism
South Carolina Baptist Convention, Co1
lumbia, S.C.

Brands in which you have confidence
CURL££ - CRICICETEER - LEBOW
.HAMMONTON PARK - CCC - H.• FREEMAN

IHALF-PRICE SALE I

•

SPORTCOATS
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg
Reg.

JIMMY KARAM
Mr. Karam Is President of Jim~
my Karam's Men's Store, .3011
Main and The University Slrol<,
804 Main, which are the only
Clothing Stores In which he bas
any Interest whatsoever. When
you want to trade with Jimmy ·
Karam trade at 804 and • 8011
Main. Mr. Karam is a. n..ember
of ·the American Legion, .The
G!deona and Ia an active meruber of Immanuel Baptfst
Church In Little Rqck.

$50 . .
$60 . .
$75 . .
$85 . .
$100 .

only $24.85
onl.y $29.85
only $34.85
only $42.~5
only $49.85

1/J Years

304 and 305 Main Street

Same Location

ARKANSAS TOUR TO
BAPTIST YOUTH WORLD
CONFERENCE, BEIRUT
JULY 8 TO AU.GUST 15, 1963

Mail efficiency up
PLEASE allow me to again express to
all of you at the Arkansas Baptist Headquarters my appreciation for the help
you gave us in promoting the "Shop and
Mail Early with Christmas Stamps"
theme for the 1962 ·Christmas season.
The success of this program reduced
to a minimum the disappointments
caused by late mailing, it permitted the
maximum number of postal employees
to spend Christmas with their families '
and it. enabled us to schedule our man:
power more effectively and efficientlyC. E. McSwain, Acting Postmaster, Little
Rock

I GET in my office every Bap.t ist
paper published in our Convention and
I want to say to you through tneans
of this letter that I certainly appreciate
the one you edit. I find myself spending
mu~ time with your paper even though
I have had little personal contact witll

·Including

The Holy Land and

1

Eu~ope

·
Sponsored by:
ARKANSAS BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION
escorted by
Dr. Erwin l. McDonald and Dr. Tom Logue
Baptist Building, 401 ,West Capitol, LiHie Rock
visiting
Italy - Egypt - Lebanon __.: Syria - Jordan
Israel Greece Switzerland Germany
Denmark Holland France and England
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COUNSELOR'S CORNER
By DR. R. LOFTON HUDSON

Baptist beliefs

Conversion time

CIVIL GOVERNMENT

QUESTION: I call)lot remember just when I was saved and
first believed in Christ but I do
know that I beBy HERSCHEL H. HOBBS
lieve in him and
that he has forPresident, Southern Baptist Convention
given me of my
sins.
First Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
A lady in our
church told me
that if I had not
had a big experiTHE New Testament teaches Nero, a bestial pagan, wa.S the
ence and could
that
the institution of ·government Roman emperor when Paul wrote
remember
not
is
ordained
of God (Rom_. 13:1b) ; these words. He has in mind the
I was saved that I was not
The word "ordained" indicates a office not the person. During· the
at all. Is this true?
fixed purpose of God. This does not same period Peter wrote, "Honor
'
ANSWER: No two people have refer to any. particular govern- the king~ (I Pet. 2 :17), the off ice,
the .same type of conversion ex- ment or form of go~ernment. Nor not necessarily the man.
periences. Besides there is no way
to measure how "big" an experi- does it teach the "divine right ?f · The ruler "beareth not the
ence one has. The Bible character- kings." I.t sim:pl~ means that God sword in· vain." He is- "a revenger
izes the Christian feelings as has ordamed CIVIl government a~ a to execute · wrath upon him that
trust; peace, joy, love, and hope. means of peaceful and. orderly h~- doeth evil" (Rom. 13 :4). The
But how does one look within him- ing. Thus every man IS to submit "sword~> referred to the ruler's
constituted governi?ent (R~m. power and right to inflict capital
self and measure · the degree of to
13 :1a) . Lawl.essness IS rebell~on punishment. ·
trust that ) s there.
against the will of God, for which
Besides, the memory of man is wrong doers shall receive judgThe Christian citizen is to obey
very tricky. Things f;ade out an~ ment ("damnation" is krima, law not f rom fear but for
become dim, even important judgment) at the hands of the conscience's sake (Rom. 13 :5). He
things. The question of whether state. Law abiding citizens should pays taxes as a part.of his responsia person can remember exactly ' regard rulers as constituted 1 for bility under a constituted governwhere he was, precisely how he their good rather than harm (Rom. ment (Roin. 13 :6-7) . "Tribute"
felt, and what he understood at 13 :3).
(phoros) is that which is paid by
the time of, acceptance of Christ,
a subject people to a subjecting miis beside the point.
Paul calls the one in authority a tion (Luke 20 :22). "Custom"
The significant question is the ' 'minister [diakanos, servant, (telos) is the tax paid for the supone Christ asked, "Where is your , word for "deacon"] of God ... for port of civil government (Matt.
I
faith?" Or the writer of Hebrews the good" (Rom. 13 :4). He also 17:20),
spoke of "looking unto Jesus the calls him a "minister [leitourgos] .
In this passage Paul takes no·
author and 'f inisher of our faith" of God" or "Gpd's ministers" (Rom. account of the right of revolt
(Heb. 12: 1) . The Gospel of John 13 :6). Leitourgos means a publi1c against tyranny. He assumes rightstates that "as many as received minister or servant of the state. eous government. The New Testahim, to them gave h~ power to be- It is also used of temple priests ment teaches that no government
come the sons of God, even to them who render a religious service. has the right to expect men to disthat believe on his name" ( J no. Thus the ruler, like the priest, obey God (Acts 4 :19-20) . But le1:12).
renders -a divinely ordained serv- .gitimate procedures of repeal of
If your faith is in the living ice (Vincent). Government, there- unj ust laws, not disboedience of
Christ, and you are looking to him fore, is elevated to the religious law, should be the route followed.
as your ·hope of eternal life, you sphere. This does not mean that Common sense teaches that revolt
need not worry about whether you God approves of
given ruler. should come only after all reasonhad a big experience or not. It sword in vain." He is "a, revenger able means of redress have failed,
was a great experience when you who render a religious service. or when a given government is so
became a Christian and you have Thus the ruler, like the priest, in revolt against God's purpose as
every right to enjoy it daily in renders a divinely ordained serv- to forfeit its right to exist. Hispeace and in hope.
·
ice (Vincent) . Government, there- tory records that the Christian
(Address all questions to Dr. fore, is elevated to the religious faith has lived under all types of
Hudson, 116 West 47th Street, spher,e. This does not mean that civil government both good and
God approves of a given ruler. evil.
Kansas City 12, Missouri.)

a
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AFTERWHILE
By AMY PARKS
Bob was late. Mom and Dad were
already in the car. Ev~n Bob's sister:
Mary was ready for Sunday "School, ' but
Bob couldn't find bios good shoes. H1s
other sock was miss·i ng, too.
"Oh, me," groaned Bob, "why does
this always happen to me?"
It was' true. Such things were ·a lways
happening 'to Bob. Friday he had been
late for school beca•u se the reading book
he had ~rought home couldn't be· found.
On Tuesday he had gone without lunch
becaU;se somewhere he had mispJ.ac'E!d
hi-9 lunch moruey.
Sunday evening Mother said "Bob
you'd better get your lunch mon~y ne~
pencil, and schoolbooks together f~ tar. mo11row."
I
"All right," said Bob; "I'll do it afterwhile."
'
' Dad asked, ·"Bob, did you put back
my new tube of glue that you were
using on your models?"
.
"No, Dad. I will afterwhile."
Then Mary said, "Bob, you said you'd
help me pick up our games and books."
God's W ond1·ous W m·ld
"All right," answered Bob, "I will afterwhile."
Bob saw that Mom and Dad and Mary
were all looking at him. Then they
looked at each other as if they had .a
secret. Bob wondered what it was.
By THELMA C. CARTER
Oh, well, I'll find out what it is afterwhile, he thought to himself.
Next morning Bob was. in his usual
After the first snow has c 0mJ and branches where they hid their winter
difficult1. He had to rush to get his
gone, you c-an probably see a queer lit- food.
tle bird called the nuthatch." You may
When you see these smaU, acrobatic lunch money, new pencil, and books tos-ee him clambe:t'ing down tree trunks birds in your yard, you can obs·e rve gether. He stumbled over and broke a
headfirst. You will ·hear the "hank-ank" them hacking away· at the thin-shelled model airplane that he hadn't picked
nois-e of this so-caUed so~·gbird. Short beechnuts, hazelnuts, and chestnuts, the up. He found Dad's new tube of glue
and dumpy, y-es, ·but he is also a pretty corn kernels ·and seed they had stored sticky and messy bec,ause he hadn't
bluish-gray biro with white vest and away. It is this hacking or "hatching' capped it a'n d put it away.
"Ho\\' soon do we eat?" he asked as
1
black c·ap.
of nuts" from which they get tije name
he rushed into the kitchen.
Nuthatche·s are, perhaps the most ex- "nuthatch."
Mom just smiled and said, "Oh, afterThe housing habits of nuthatches are
pert climbers ·amon~ birds. They are
able to run nimbly up and down' tree queer. They seem to prefer making while."
Bob was surprised. That didn't sound.
trunks as well as the outer surf·a ce of their nests· in deserted , woodpeckers'
stone walls and cliffs. Usually they go holes. In the'Se holes, they carefully like Mom at all.
"Dad, may I have twenty-five cents
head down. They -also run along the place twigs, p~eces of bark, and feathers
for my new notebook?" asked Bob.
underside of tree Hmbs like. acrobats. for their baby birds
Dad k~pt on looking over the paper
It is little wonder that they ar.e of~n
and said, "Afterwhile."
called "ups'ide birds" or "topsy-turvy
Then Bob asked Mary, "Will you help
birds."
•
me find my jacket?"
Why don't they fall off the underside
"I suppose so afterwhile,." said
of branches? It is because of their
Mary.
sharp, curved cLaws, which cling to bark
Bob faced his family. "That's not
and other surfac·e s like sharp hooks.
fair!" he said. "I need my breakfast
The white-breasted nuth~tch is pernow, my twenty-five cents now and
haps the hest known to must of us.
my jacket now. You just keep s·~ying,
Nuthatches are related to the creeper
'Afterwhile ..' "
and titmouse family of birds. They are
Bob stopped short. Those words had
about six inches in length.
PAUL'S HELPER
a familiar l'ing.
Most nuthatches, and there are many·
By HELEN PETTIGREW
Mom and Dad and Mary were all lookd1fferent kinds, have slender, stNiight
Can you f~nd the names· of five peo- ing at him. Bob managed a little smile.
bills, nearly as long as their beads. pl-e who helped Paul at one time or an"I' get it," he said. "So nQ more -afterThe long, pointed bi11s are used in sto·r- other in his missionary. journeys? Being nuts, seed·, waste corn, .and other gin with any letter .and move one square while for me!"
"Wonderful!" the others agreed.
tidbits in tree cracks and cre-Vices.
at a time to the right, left, up, d-own,
Then Mother said, "And now, Bob,
or diagonally. Letters may be used' more
After insects are no longer avaiLable,
please feed the cat before we eat."
nuthatches seek the nuts and seed they than once in the same name.
stored for such a time. Strangely, rthey
ANSWERS
"I will," said B'O'b, "af•terwhi--1 mean,
seem to r.emembe-x\ the exact trees and - il:q_loLUJJ, 'SllHS ':lf.ItJW '&:lfn'l 'S'llquu.xua yes, ma'am! Right away!"

The topsy-turvy bird

BRK E
N A. M u
5 I L0
y H Tu
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ouachita College

Larg~t,

hardest goals lie ahead
in Ouachita's Endowment Campaign

ALTHOUGH the first stage in
the Ouachfta Endowment Carnpai~n has been completed successfully, the largest and hardest goals
lie ahead, Dr. Ralph A. Phelps, Jr.,
.campaign director, told the college's trustees recently.
"The total of $247,708.64 :r1ajsed ·
for endowp1ent during 1962 is more
than had been raised for this cause
during the past 35 years combined,
but we have a long way to go before reaching our total goal of $1,300,000," Dr. Phelps ,pointed out.
"Too, we do hot have any more
gifts of $100,000 in sight."
His refei ence was to the gift of
$100,000 which was glven by Birkett L. Williams of Cleveland, 0.,
after the campaign had raised a
similar amount. Williams' gift is
included in the total raised.
Of the almost quarter of a million dollars contributed for endowment, some $30,210 came through
Division Five, "Christian Education," of the Arkansas State Convention's budget. An additional

$20,105 was raised for operations tors had a part in producing the
under the 60-40 split of receipts money raised.
fo! this division. While the total
The city whose residents conwas short of the $167,500 in the tributed the largest amount Wills
budget for Ouachita in this divi- El Dorado, with $47,540.00. Arkasion, it was considered most en- delphia was second with $10,306.77
couraging, since many of the plus pledges for $4,370 more durchurches had already worked out ing 1963 1and 1964. The Arkadeltheir 1962 budgets before the cam- phia figure does not include gifts
paign was officially approved by of Ouachita faculty members, who
the state convention in November gave a total of $1,965.00.
of 1961.
Ouachita trustees contributed a
total of $13,615.00.
"We are deeply grateful for the
Dr. Rl1eubin L. South of North
assistance of Dr. S. A. Whitlow, Little Rock and W. S. Fox of Pine
Dr. C. Z. Holland, and Dr. Erwin -Bluff were co-chairmen for the
McDonald on the convention campaign.
front," Dr. Phelps stated. "We
Dr. Phelps stressed to college
cop}d never begin to thank ade- trustees that as important as· the
quately the large number of men
and women over the state who have money raised was, this was not the
worked for and contributed to this most significant part of the cam"
paign. He pointed out that new
effort to under;gird Christian edu- friends made, old acquaintances re-.
cation in Arkansas."
newed, 'e ducation as to what enIn additiqn to those who gave dowment is and ~hy it is needed,
through the ,Cooperative Program and the marvelous cooperation of
and therefore are not individuallY. all parties concerned presaged even
identified in the campaign's rec- greater things for Christian educaords, some 540 separate contribu- tion in the future.

Donations by cities to Endowment Campaign
According to records in the camaign office at Ouachita College,
•
t o th e 0 uac h't
E n dow1 a
donat Ions
rnent CarnpaigJl carne from the
cities and towns listed below with
amounts given. The figures do not
,
'ndude pledges made but IlOt yet
aid or glfts through the Cooperarive Program. In case there is an
rror in the record, it should be
lied to the attention of Dr. Ralph
. Phelps, Jr., Ouachita president.
Souree
_ A
Amount
Anonymous ................................................ $
9.00
-Arkadelphia ~.-........................................ 10,806.77
Ashdown ......._.........................................
200.00

!~:~~~:_. 'oi~Y·-~:::::::::~:::::~::::::::::::::::::::

fgg_.gg

::~~~le ....::::::::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::
Beebe ..........................................................
Benton .............._ .......................................
B luffton ......- .............................................
Jllythevllle .~..............................................
Booneville .............. _.....~..................._ ....
lh-adley ......:.......,.................................:........
·<1
c

5.00
192.50
15.70
4,825.00
200.00
186.00
25.00
25.00

1

n

C&bot ....~.................................................

t:amden ...................................:..................

c... ................................................,...........
UARY 24; 1963

840. 00
2

~g:gz

' Cherry
Hill .........................- .....................
Clarendon ................................- ..............
Clarksville - ..............:............... .................
Clinton .~..,..............>....................................
Colter ......, ....................~.............................

g~:;;~~ ::=:::::::::::::::::::::::~::::~::::::::::::::~:::::

nr·..-;.................

curtis .......~....................

De Queen ..............................................,.-,
Dermott -~·········..····-··-·-·--.---···--~·-n••·..--DeWitt , .....................:.:.....- ....!..................
Dumas ........................~·-E·-<.............~,......

1.-~r~o~;;:c~~..·:::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
E ngland .......- .......................... ~...............
Eudora ...................................................... ..
Eureka Springs .............. ...........................
Fayetteville ..................: ...........................

50.00
160.00
10.00
250.00
10.0.0
25.00
725.00
38.00
590.0,0
10.00
1,360 00
2,~37.45

6.00
47,740.00
500.00
260.00
10.00

................_ ........................- ......
F~~~~!inc~ -..:~:::.-:.:···~.--::::.~:.:~=.·.:·::·.~
,
G

65.00
25.00
225.00
5.00
25.00
500.00

Gle nwood .................................................. .
Gould .........................-·..............................
Greenvlood ..................................................

50.00
10.00
5.00

~~~Y~~iih.. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=~:::::

~orem.an

11

H

'

~!~~=~~rg....:~:=::::::::::=:::::::~:::::::=:::::::::::::

Helena ............._ ...........:............................ !
H ermitage .......-.........................................
Hope . ...............,........................................
H ot Springs ......- ......... - ...- .............-...
Hughes .................-....................................
Huntington _:................_ ................. _.....
Huntsville .. ........... ...................................

500.00
4

~g:gg '

20.00
30.00
235.00
1, 715.00
25.00
10.00

(continued on page twenty-seven)

Tab~lation by size
of endowment gifts
The distribution of gifts according to
size during the 1962 emphasis on endowment f6r Ouachita Bap.tist Coilege is
interesting. The figures given below are
individual contributions and do not include money giveri· through the Cooperative Program o{ the Arkansas Baptist
State Ctmvention.
Size
$100,000.00
18,175.00
10,000.00
4,800.00
8,671.62 I •
2,300.00
2,000.00
1,900.00
1,817.45
1,500.00
1,411.00
1,250.00
1,200.00
1,145.00
1,000.00
500·1,000
400-500
800
200-250
100-200
100
50-100
30-50
20-25
10·15
5 and under

Number
1

1
1

1
1
1
2

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
15
19
3
6
19
17
99
20 .

H

81:

110
82

Amount
$100,000.00
18,175.00
10,000.00
4,800.00
3,671.62
2,300.00
4,000.00
1,900.00
1,817.45
3,000.00
1,411.00
1,250.00
1,200.00
1,145.00
15,000.00
. 9,633.33
1,232.15
1,800.00
4,175.00
2,485.62
9,900.00
1,538.50
3,393.00
1,935.25
1,155.70
:!80.02
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Ouachita College

Division of Fine Arts

Graduate program adds ~trength
to expanding music. department

Professor Phares Raybon have Each student must also perform in
performed civic and school serv- repertoire at least once a semesices with their talents.
_
ter.
All graduates of the division are
The next step · in performance is
placed immediately in some field the junior recital. This differs
of service upon ' graduation · from from the senior recital only by beOuachita. Art students are _ad- ing presented · by a group of four
vised to do further graduate work, students instead of a soloist. Each
whether going into . the teaching student presents one-fourth of the
field or into. commercial art, but program.
none has had difficulty in .obtainThe student is then r~ady for
ing a job with his undergraduate the final step of performance,
degree.. which is the senior recital. From
"1 cannot remember anyone in the time a teacher begins working
our division who did not go im- with an individu~l student, he bemediately into teaching, some oth- gins planning for the senior reer position, or into further grad- cital. Often the first composition
uate study since I have been here," the student p-lays in repertoire
Dr. Luck declared.
will be the composition he will play
in his senior recital. ·
Choir, band expand' .
Art students, likewise, exhjbit
One building, Mitchell Hall, is
now devoted exclusively to the mu- their talents each year in the ansic 'departments, while art classes nual art exhibit held in Riley Liare held in Dailey Hall. The choir ~rary the week preceding spring
has
grown to 150, with a group commencement. Prizes are award- '
Serves dual role
of
some
50 sing-ers selected from ed, with the library purchasing
Though the growth in those majoring in music and art has been this group for special purposes a.nd the top prize winner. Many ·of '
the others are sold locally as treasincreasing, the division qoes more tours. The band has expanded
1
ured
pieces of a.r t.
from
only
eight
some
five
years
than serve those students who are
ago
to
-a
67
-piece
band
under
the
Strong
Fine Arts faculty
majoring in the field. Dr. James
direction
of
Marvin
Lawson.
T. Luck, chairman of the division'
The Division of Fine Art& has
Ouachita was promoted to full ·a strong faculty, one that has consince 1956, estimates that the division comes into contact with membership in the National As- tributed to the musical and culmore than 500 students annually sociation of Schools of Music in tura,l life of the state by serving
through private lessons, member- November, 1959. At that time one in workshops in their respective
ship in the choir or band, and by of the memers of the commission performing area and by judging
those majoring in musi'c or art. on curricula commented, "In my in choral and band clinics and fesThe division, then, serves the dual opinion, the music department at tivals~
Dr. Luck, chairman of the divipurpose of training students for Ouaobita has one of the most
careers in one of the arts and of brilliant futures of any music sion, is president of' the Arkansas
providing arts experiences for school in the country." Subse- State Music Teachers Association,
students seeking a liberal educa- quent events h;:tve borne out the past president of the Arkansas Inprediction.
tercollegiate Choral Association,
tion.
Performance is essential
"Our students go out constantchairman of the board of certifily as individuals or as groups to
Ability to perform is essential cation of Arkansas State Music
perform for civic clubs and vari- for those majoring in the Division Teachers Association, and has reous functions, while many serve of Fine Arts. In music, perform- cently been appointed to a commitas part-time ministers of · mu- ance tests are met in four cate- tee on teacher education of the
sic," Dr. Luck said in pointing gories: before a teacher, in reper- National Association of Schools
out the public relations role played toire, in a junior recital, and in of Music. He holds an Ed. D.
from Florida State University.
py students in the division. "Our a senior recital.·
Phares Rybon, whose talents
groups have made many ~.ppear
Repertoire is held once a week
ances on television." Likewise, art and every student enrolled in an are in constant demand by the
students under the direction of applied music course must attend. school and community, is chair-

ADDITION of the Master of
Music Education degree in the fall
of 1961 is proof of the rapid
growth and expansion of the Division of. Fine Arts at Ouachita
College. Eight students are presently enrolled in the graduate music progmm, ~ich recently received aJCcreditation from the
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Three of these are likely to receive
. degrees in May, 1963.
Thirteen students, compared to
but two in 1'956 and one each for
the two previous years, received
undergr.aduate degrees in music in
May, 1962, while three more--received degrees with a major in
art. . A total of 86 undergraduates
majored in music last year, while
18 additional were art majors.
There were three teaching fellows
in music during 1961-62.
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chairman of
the Arkansas ~
ers Association.
assistant professor of
woodwind specialist, is
and chairman of the wind ...... mental contest of ASMTA.
Virginia Queen, associate professor of music, is past president
of the Arlmnsas Federation of Music Clubs and now chairman of
the convention program committee of ASMT A, while Miss Helen
Lyon, associate professor of music, is lieutenant governor of the
Arkansas · chapter of Nati<mal
Association of Teachers of Singing. Marvin Lawson, the newest
member of the faculty, holds a
Bachelor· of Music from Hendrix
College and a · Master of Music
from the University of Texas. He
formerly directed the band at
Hazen High School.

,

Donations
(Continued from page twentr•five)
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McRae ................................................ ,•........

l

BILL TRANTHAM and Miss Virginia Queen rehearse for a recent
duo-piano faculty recital.

man of the art department. He
holds an M.A. from the University of Texas.
_
W. Francis McBeth, chairman
of the theory-compositi-on department, recently has had published
two compositions, "Chant and Ju.
bilo" and "Suite for Band,'' with
the latter winning the Southwestern Division of the Colleg-e :Band
Directors National Association
oomposition contest. M1any of his
compositions have been played by
groups throughout the nation. He
holds a Master of Music from the
University of Texas and is on
a year's leave of absence to work
Dn a doctorate at- the Eastman
School of Music' in New York.
Dr. Luck, chairman of the divi~on, also serves as chairman of
lhe department of music education.
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David Sco.tt is chairman' of department of church music. He
holds an M.S.M. from Southwestern Baptist Seminary .and studied
in Vienna in 1959. He annually
directs the Opera Workshop.
Bill Trantham h~ads the department of ~pplied musi1c. He holds
a Master of Music from Northwestern University and has been
admitted to candidacy for a doctorate. He has contributed several
articles to ''Church Musician,'' official publication of the Southern
Baptist Convention. He is chairman of the Performing Arts Committee of the Arkansas State Music Teachers Association.
Others of the music faculty
have been active in statewide organizations. Miss Evelyn Bowden,
associate professor of music, is
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Arkansas Baptist Hospital

Goalchers lo Go lo Thailand in March
years as assistant manager of the industrial department of the Chamber
of Commerce. His business background plus his training at ABH will
b::! valuable in managing the hospital
later, he added.
· During the time ttlat he was in
Baptist Seminary at Fort Worth, Tex.,
he was pastor of the Jermyn, Tex~.
Baptist Church.
Mr. Goatcher said that Thailand
has a very stable economy and that
the literacy rate is approximately 60
per cent. Bangkok is a large city of
more than a million people and has
television stations, a university and
medical school and good shoppin)J
areas. The country just outside the
metropolitan area . is far less progressive, he added. Ninety-seven per cent
of the population are Budhists.
The Goatchers will stay for four
years before l'eturning to .the States
for a year. During- January they will
attend an orientation for all new mission appointees at Gulf Shore, Mi~s.

Microtone Sharpener
Purchased by Lab

_______

.,..

Flev. Earl Goatcher

Rev. Earl Goatcher, an administrative intern for the past year at Arkansas Baptist Hospital, received his
mission assignment last month to· a
new hospital in Bangkla, Thailand. He
and his family will sail March l!l for
Thailand.
Mr. Goatcher will serve as administrator of the new hospital and will
also do pastoral work. His wife, Dr.
Joann Goatcher, is a pediatrician and
will work part-time at the hospital.
The Goatchers have two children, Lisa,
4, anti Jimmy, 4 months. ·
They will join three doctors already
in Thailand who will also be associat-ed
with the new hospital. The 30-bed
ilospital will serve an area of 70,000
people now without either a hospital
or doctors.
For the first year and a half the
Goatchers will attend language school
in Bangkok, while Mr. Goatcher commutes 75 miles away to Bangkla to
supervise the construction of the hospital. The doctors already, in Thailand
negotiated for the 12- acre site bes~de
a. river on the outskirts of Bangkla.
The hospital will serve as a nucleus
for beginning church work in the
Bangkla area, Mr. Goatcher said. .In
addition to the doctors, two nurs~s will
be assigned to the new hospital. One
of them, Miss Vera Gardner from
Kansas, is also a medical technologist
and was in seminary with the Goa tchers. Mr. Goatcher said that all of the
doctors and nurses assigned to Bangkla were in seminary together and
w·:!re good friends.
Mr. Goatcher said that he and his
wife felt that the Thailand assignment
would allow them to utilize t heir
prior experience well. Mr. Goatcher
formerly had training in radio and
electrical work and served a year with
the engineers in the army in Korea.
This experience will be of help during
the construction of the new hospital,
he said. He later graduated from the
University of Arkansas in business
administrat~on and served for three
Page Twenty-Eight

Admissions Drop
During Holidays
Baptist Hospital admissions took a
customary drop during the holidays
with an unusual low of 158' reCorded
on Christmas Eve.
Earlier in the month, on December
4, the census had been as high as 366
but all patients who could l·eft before
Christmas and none came in except
emergencies until after • the holidays.
·The low in 1961 for December 24 was
179.
Several times during the year the
census climbed as high as 400 and
most recently reached 3~9 in October.

Technician Joyce Moore shows how the
microtone blade Is put Into the new IIUtomatic knife sharpener,

The ABH Pathology Laboratory has
the only fully automatic Microtone
knife sharpener in Little Rock.
Technician Joyce Moore explained
that the machihe sharpens and hones
the blade in an abrasive simply by
setting a timer. The blade is moved
automatically back and forth in the
abrasive. Formerly it was necessary
to hold the blade against a glass plate
which rotated. The plates, which cost
$50 each, were easily broken so tne
automatic sharpener~ was purchased,
she said.

New Nursing Station Built on 3-G

A new nursing station which covers the largest area In the hospital was built en 3-G re.
cently. The station, which cares for 49 beds, has a large desk with a sunken chart holder In
the center. A new executone Intercom eystem allows the desk to talk back and forth w it'
patients in their rooms.

ARKANSAS' BA~TIS

~ats

and Pajamas Are All in a.Hostess'. Day's Work
.

~-

When the Baptist Hospital hostess
cheerily, "Is thei'e anything I
~an do for you?" she sometimes is
~ore than a little surprise'd at l the re;ponse it brings.
One day recently a patient who had
fallen down town and broken her' hip
:~sks

~eplied:

Hostesses B e t h e I

"Yes. Please go let my cats out of Kirk a n d J u d .y
~Y apartment. They have been shut
Growdon check pa~p for two days and I have no one tu Jamas to be taken
;ee about them."
to laundry for pa.
Hostesses Judy Growdon and Bethel tients. This Is one
Kii'k, true to good hostess form, hustl- of a variety of serv-·
ed down to the apartm'ent. They Ices which hostesses
opened the door and were nearly are called ,on to per·
knocked down by three onrushing fe- form.
lines, anxious for fi'eedom. T h e y
found some milk by the door, ·bor~owed a pah and .fed the hungry cats.
(They were not allowed by hospital
rules to enter the apartment.) They
lined up a neighbor across the street
I
to watch after the cats until their
mistress was well enough to return
home.
On another occasion, a hostess was
asked to launder some pajamas for a
patient. She obligingly took them ·
home with her that night and washed scale operation, and when she went
them.. Wh~n she took them back, an- to her superior, she was· assured that
other pair was waiting. These she washing pajamas at night was not intook too and washed and when she de·ed part of her job, She located h
returned them. the other patient in laundry service nearby, ~nd ever since .
the semi-private room also had some hostesses have carried patients' laun ready for her. The washing was be- dry over p.nd picked it IJP for them .
ginning to take on the size of a fullOn yet another OC!!asion, wh ·~n \ h (~

Pulaski County Medical Officers

(

hostess asked what she could do, the
paitent· asked her to kill a fly which
was bothering him. Armed with a
folded newspaper, she chased and
swatted until she succeeded.
"We never know what we'll be asked
to do," said ' Miss Growdon. "But we
always try to help out if we can figure
out a way to do it."

Ward Clerk Tries
New Desk Duties·
A research project is underway to
determine if ward clerks can take
over additional desk duties from R.N.';:; ..
The present work on the project is
being done on pediatrics where the
ward clerk is taking over the transferring of doctors' oi·ders from the
order sheet to the cardex to the medicine card. · This will release nursing
personnel for moi'e nursing duties if
the new system is adopted generally .

CAROLS FOR PARTY
The ABH Choral Club sang a group
of Christmas carols for the Junior
Auxiliary meeting at 4 p.m., December
19. After ·the program the ABH
Auxili~ry served punch .to the group
in the canteen area.

NEW TECHNICIAN STUDENTS
The Pulaski County Medical Society . elected .th114e officers last mol)th. ·From left: Dr.
rt Watson, president; ' Dr. Elvin Shuffield, president-elect; Or. Payton Kolb, vice presi. and Dr. Jim Walt, recording secretary. Not present when the pictur_e wu , made were
Joe Scruggs, treasurer, and Dr. William s. Orr, treasurer'- elect. Dr. Wats·ori and Qr. Shufare ~oth past presidel'tB of the ABH Medical Staff. •

UARY 24, 1963

A new class of technician nurses began their six-months course of training here January 7 under the -supervision of Mrs. Thelma Hill, supervisor
of the program. All of the group are
licensed practical nurses.
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Improves Room-Cleaning System

Georqi<~o

Prayer.Chapel
To Be Hamed
For Mr. Queen
Gib~ons,

maid. Jn the hO.U$11•
keeping d_,partment
and. o. c. 'Pyle, de.
partmeot. head, show
one of the 14 n~w
~"cpr(s v.tftich are now
in ~erv1ce,. t~troueh·
out the hoopit;~t.

A prayer chapel with two small
family rooms close by will be built
at Baptist Hospital in memory of the
late Rev. J. F. Queen,. who for many
years. was Hospital chaplain, Administrator J. A. Gilbreath announced last
month.
·
·
Gilbreath said more th~n $2,000 in
memorial gifts had been received in
honor of Mr. Queen and the Board
of Trustees had voted to name the
prayer· ~hapel in .bls honor.
Plans are not definite for the new '
chapel but jt will be in the area near
the ~urgical waiting ·room. It will
have a capacity of only 10 Ol' 12. Large
se1vices will be held in the Rudisill
Me~orial Chapel which will be moved
to the St1,1dent Center across .the street
when remodeling is completed.

.'1

AUXILIARY PROGRAM

The Baptist Hospital housekeeping
department has now taken over completE1 responsibility for th~ terminal
cleaning of hospital rooms wlien patients check out, 0. C. Pyle announced
recently.
· Pyle said that 10 janitar positionf;
had been eliminated and 10' maids'
added to take care of the new work.
Formerly, nursing service removed
nursing equipment and ·cleaned the
bed and bedsidEl table while the
housekeeping department did the rest.
Because of the divided responsibility,
some cleaning chorell were occasionally
missed. ·
Under the new plan, a housekeeping
supervisor will pick up discharge slios
on the floor every 30 minutes. Rooms
will be cleaned thoroughly after the
patient leaves them by the maids who
have been especially trained for the
job. Then -a form will be ·sent to the
admitting office that the room is readv
for a new patient. Under this method,
no patient can be assigned to an uncleaned room.
The 24 maids in the housekeeping
department took· a· special course in
1:\ed-niaking 1.mder Mrs. Thelma Hill,
nursing supervisor. The maids now
strip the beds and make them up with
fresh linens so that t_hey ar:e neady for
new patients.
Pyle said that the housekeeping de-

partment alway!! took advantage of
the low census during Christmas .week
to give wards an(\ :lemi-'private roQms
an extra cleaning.
·

Blankets for '62 Babies

"A Day in the Emergency Room" is'
the title of the program which will be
presented to the ABH Auxiliary at its
regular meeting at 10 a.m. February
14. Mrs. Mildred Armour is· in charge
of plan~ing the program.

'.

FACULTY LUNCHEON .
Mrs. · J . C. Fuller entertained member& of the Baptist Hospital School of
Nursing faculty with a, Christma~
luncheon at her home on Deoember 14.
Mrs. W. H. Patterson assisted in
serving and decoratiqns . were in a
holiday theme.
Page Thirty

The babies born during \he last few days of 1962 were wrapped In red flann~l holiday
blankets for their trip home. The red blankets, which went into use on Christmas eve and
were used until December S1, were made by the ABH Auxiliary as a holiday souvenir for
f
newborns. Aide E. Pankey Is holding two 'of the blanketed babies.
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A Smile or Two

J . .UI'J' 11. IHl

I

1\: cohol expert sounds !amlng- 1-24 p13
All things for good-1-24 p16

~

AHendance Report

The other ·way around

B
Bak.er, A. R. invited again-1-24- p20
Baptist oasiS- 1-24 p17
Bethany Press printing Eliott book-1-24 p32
Big Flat opens mission- 1-24 plO

PETE: "My uncle disappeared while
he· was on a hunting trip."
PAUL: "What happened to him?"
PETE: "Something he 'disagreed with
ate him."
·

c
Chenault, Rev. A. to Vandermoor-1-24 p13
Church work or home work (CMH)--1-24 p7
Civic government (BB).:_1-24 p28 ,
Conversion lime ICC)-1-24 p23
Cound, Gerald, state's top ath1ete--1-24 p12
Crowder, Rev. P . J., interim pastor-.J-24 p14

E
' E~gland evangelism rally- -1-24 p9
Evangelism conference,
(Ex. bel. )--l-24
'
J:!ighlights, p9

That's a woman for you!
\

p2 ;

F

Flying pastors- 1-24 p16
Funerals (Middle of Road) ~1-24 p18
G
Gambling, and the governor (letter) - 1-24 p6;
Lepanto churcl;l takes stand, p16
Grace to forgive (GL) - 1-24 p18
H

Holcomb, James. ordained- 1.-24 p9
Huddleston, Mrs, Margaret dies- 1-24 pil

J
Jesus, teaches In parables (SS )- 1-24 p21
Johnson, Rev. C. D. dles- 1-24 p14

.......

L
Laman 'library open- 1-24 p12
Leavell, Dr. R. Q. dies-1-24 i>3
Lord, warm our hearts I,EJ - 1-24 p4
M
!Monetary musings (PS)-1-24 p6

o

I

\1 0BC, largest goals ahead in endowment campaign- }.24 p21;; graduate program .adds to
music deg1utment p26; recreation clinic -11

p
Paper, about your (letter) - 1-24. pp6, 22
Piggly Wiggly gift-1-24 p9
Preaching the gospel (E) --1-24 p4
Russian persecution

R
IE)-1-24 p4

s
Sawyer, W. B. to Odessa-·1-24 ]j11
Schroeder, G. W. tackles work- 1-24 p6
Southern seminary state group officers~ 1-24 p14
I State Convention organized IBL) - 1-24 p17

w
Whitlow S , L. dies- 1-24 p9
Why I can't quit the ministry- 1-24 p8
Woodlawn Church education building dedication
1-24 p11
Key to listings : 1BB) Baptist Beliefs ; ( BL)
Beacon Lights · of Baptist History; 1CC) Counselor's Corner: I CMH 1 Courtship, Marriage and the
Home: cE) Editorial; (GLJ Gleanings from Greek
New Testament; cPS! Personally Speaking ISS)
Sunday School lesson.

• CHURCH FURNITURE
• 'CHANCEL FURNITURE

lef;j
MANUFACTURING CO.
2816 VVEST 16TH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS•
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A FEMALE shopper is a woman who
elm hurry through a department atore
aisle 18 inches wide without brushing
against the piled-up glassware, and then
drive home an\i knock the doors off a
12-foot-wide garage.

A horse on him!
THE motorist was moving along a
count;ry road when his car came to a
sudden, unexplained stop. He fooled
around with the· ignition, checked enrything, qu~ still jt wouldn't start. Finally,
he got out and looked. under the hood.
"Why don't you check the carburetor?"
a voice advised.
'
The man whirled around and noted
that the only living thing near him was
a horse, standing in a fenced pasture.
-To his amazement, the horse repeated
the suggestion.
Flabbergasted, the man ran to the
nearpy farmhouse, rapped on the door
and, when the farmer answered the
knock, exclaimed: "My car won't start,
see? And your horse, yoar horse, mind
you, says to me; 'Check the carburetor'!"
"Mister," replied the farmer calmly.,
"don't t.a ke his advice. He don't know
nothin' about autos."

Foiled again
A SMALL voice, telephoning school
principal: "Tommy Jackson will not be
at school today. He's sick."
PRINCIPAL: "Who's calli.a g, pleaae T"
VOICE:· "My daddy."

Gushing note
LILLIAN·: "My boy friend is drilling
for oil, but he had to stop work for a
few days because of a atrep throat."
MILLIE: "Have you written to him?"
LILLIAN :, "No, but I sent him a Get
Well card."

No soap
DOCTOR: «You should take a hot
bath befQI'e, ~tiring."
PATIENT: "But, doc, I won'•t be :retiring for ·another lO_or 15 years."

Show-stopper
THE gorgeous blonde walked into the.
dress shop and illQuired: ":(\lay I try on
that blue dress in- the wmdow?"
"Go ahead," the owner said, "it may
help business!"

Cloarclo

Alma, Kibler
Berryville
Freeman Height.
' Camden
Buena Viata
Cullend&le
First
Cros•ett, Fint
ElDorado
East Main
First
Northside Ch.
Fort Smith
East Side
Grand4venue
Mission
Temple
Harrison, Eacle Helcl!ts
Hot Springs
Park Place
Huntsvi'lle
Kingston
laeksonvil1e
Fil'Bt
,
Marshall Road
Second
Jonesboro
Central
NettletoR

Lavaca
,\Jttle Roek
• first
.
Berea Chapel
White Rock
Immanuel
-Fol'e<!!Tower
Kerr
Rosedale
)larked Tree, J'int
McGehee, Fint
Chapel
North Little Roek
Baring Cl'ON
Camp Roblnsoa
South Side
Calvary
GravelRI.
Highway
Levy
,
&prln~rdale, ru.t
v,a Bu,...,,.nt
Tyronza
Vandervool't

SllllUY

Tniaiaa

146

86

36
422
403
484

39
198
168
208

228
687
36

146
210
23

60
622
22
223
199

43
309

300
41
28

139
18
16

470
8l
131

195
42
69

1
2

459
191
180

210
88
140

1
2

777
98
16
937
20.
22
208
148
360
42

3Jijl

5

76
14
436
23
24

3

539
39
13
443
114
181
414
393
337
139
36

219
29

School
112

11.....,
71

~
~

2
4

132
83

?0

'7'5

169
33

121
86
89
261
142
186 _
53
37

17

7

Post-Christmas note
A LITTLE &Jrl'a thank-you to an elderly auM;: "thank you f-or yo~r nice
present. I alwaJ• wanted a pin cushion,
although not w.cy much."

Flesh and bones
DOCTOR: "What was the most you
ever weighed?"
PATIENT: "164 ·pound.g."
DOCTOR: "And what was the least
)'0'11 • ever weigbed ? "
PATIENT: "8%. pouhds."
JOHN: "Do111 your wife tell you everything:"
.
JACK: "No. After all, there are only
24 hours 'in a day, you know."
MI'STRESS-"Annie, what's 'all this
mess in the oven ? f•
MAID-"1 dropped the candles in the
water, ma'am, so I put them into the.
oven to dry."
"I wasn't doing forty miles an hour,"
protested the n)Otorist. "Nor tHirty, nor
even trenty."
"Here, steady ·n ow," interrupted the
magistrate, "or you'll be backing into
something!"
'
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Bethany Press coming
out with. Elliott book\

FMB adds five
countries in 1962

FIVE additional countries were
entered by the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board in 1962,
ST. LOUIS (BP) - Bethany Press. "One of our ministers in giving it work in 52 of .the world's
Press here announced it has Kansas City, a friend of Dr. El- geog·raphical entities. Also during
bought paperback rights to The liott's, called me to ·s ay that El- the year, the Board appointed 127
Message of Genesis, controversi- liott did not have a publisher and new missionaries, reappointed two,
al book written by Ralph H. El- asked would I like to look at it.
and employed 11 missionary assoliott.
"1 sent copies of the book to ou.r dates to bring its overseas staff at
The book will come out in 'F eb- regular readers' committee of ad- year's end to 1,639 (1,627 misaionruary, the first in a 1ine of 26 visors and a pdblication commit- aries and 12 missionary associpaperbacks from Bethany Press, tee of biblical scholars. Our di- ates) ·
1
Three of the new countries are
publishing arm of the Christian rectors n9tified me t9 go ahead if
I thought the book was of suffi- in the Caribbean area: British
Churches (Disciples of Christ).
cient quality and my publication Guiana, Trinidad, and the DominiBoth Elliott, still serving as in- _committee told me to g'O ahead for can Republic. In each of these the
terim pastor of Calvary Baptist · this reason:
work is being started by expeChurch in Kansas City, Mo., and
rienced eyangelistic missionaries
Bethony Director D. K. Wolfe
"They thought the book war- who transferred from other Latinsaid •corrections of spelling and ranted being published becam~e of American countries. (In addition,
typographical errors will be the I the way it had been handled in a couple appointed in 1961 to open
only changes from the first edi- the past. In other words, they work in the neighboring French
tion.
felt no man ought to lose his job West Indies went to Franee early
w0 lf dd d th t Bethany Press just because he had a book on the ,.... in 1962 for language study.)
•
t~ a t~e t a e from Bro.ad- Bible published that did not hapThe other two. countries are
~a~enp~~!s of t:: Southern Bap- - pen to appeal to all of the constit- .India and the new Africfl:n nation.
tist Convention, which first issued uents.
of Uganda, both of wh~ch h~vd
the book. Broadman operated by I " 'In our opinion,' the advisors ?ee~ entered through medical ~m
the SBC Sunday s'chool Board, said 'the book represents a mod- Istnes. Athcot~ptle, a d~ctor . ·~ct
sold out the first printing of about ' erat~ly conservative and criti·cal nu~s~-anes· ~ .1~ ' are m t rr~
5,000 copies and didn't reprint be- position It is well written for the ~n ecr ha. st~ecia Mar:anfecrn~r w t
ca'use of the controv~rsy.
point of. view and style. While it Vell nsAiatnt.h e Ica t'o egetha
·
·
h
k ·
e ore.
e same 1me,
ey
Doctrinal
conservatives
at- IS ~ot a. maJ?r s~ ~1ar1Y ~orB ~e are exploring possibilities for a
tacked the book for its alleged lib- behe':e It :Will fit. mto .t ,e e - regular prqgram of Southern Baptist mission work in the · country.
eral viewpoint on the first book any lme without discredit.
of the Bible. Elliott, at first de"Among the Disciples, Method
In Uganda., a couple have set up
fended by trustees of Midwestern ists or Presbyterians the book headquarters in Jinja, from whieh
Seminary, Kansas City, eventual- would not have met strong oppo- a mobile m~dical clinic will operly lost his teaching position at the sition."
ate between various towns and vilSBC school when he declined not
lages of the Busoga district.
The back of the paperback' edito withhold it from a second pubtion will comment :
lication.
"The ori~inal publication of
Wolfe reports 2,000 back orders
Professor
Elliott's The Message
for The Message of Genesis. This
Of
Genesis
was accompanied by
included a group from Baptist
controversy
and misunderstandbooksellers and one from the
Satur·day Evening Post, he said. ing. In making the bookt available
Bethany Press will print 5,000 to the reading public, the publishers are concerned that the •author's
copies, selling at $1.75 each.
·opinion may be judged on the
Under terms of the contract basis of first-hand rather than
with Bethany, Elliott retains the second-hand report:
copyright, but Bethany Press has
"This book has been called conpaperback rights in the United
servative by many of our readerStates, Canada and Australia, acadvisors, but all have pointed out
cording to Wolfe.
it has liberal overtones 'and with"We have been looking for a out exception each has recomgood title for our Abbott line of mendeq that in the name of repaperback books, a new line being ligious and academic freedom it
introdu·ced,'' Wolfe told Baptist be kept in print."
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